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FOREWORD
This report presents the results of a twelve-month technical effort to
design, fabricate and evaluate a durable, low-cost composite fan exit
guide vane for high bypass ratio gas turbine engine application. This
program was conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Lewis Research Center, under Contract NAS3-21037.
The NASA Project Manager for this effort was Mr. Gordon T. Smith and
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Program Manager was Mr. S. S. Blecherman.
Acknowledgments are given to the following Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
personnel: R. H. Spaulding, A. R. Penda, L. M. Dietz, J. F. Miazga, R.
Burr and T. N. Stankunas for contributions in structural analysis,
airfoil testing, nondestructive evaluation and materials testing.
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1.0 SUMMARY
The objectives of the subject program were to design, fabricate and
test a durable, low cost, light weight composite fan exit guide vane
for high bypass ratio gas turbine engine application. The subject
program established design requirements, identified fiber and resin
materials candidates and developed process control and inspection
procedures.
During the program, eight candidate material/design combinations were
evaluated by NASTRAN finite element analyses; four combinations were
selected for further evaluation, part fabrication and test. A core and
shell design was chosen in which the unidirectional graphite core fiber
was the same for all candidates and the shell material, fiber orienta-
tion and ply configuration were varied. The shell construction wrapped
around the core at the trailing edge and terminated under the aluminum
leading edge sheath in all four designs.
Material tests were performed on raw material, consolidated test panels
and sections removed from vanes to establish specification requirements
for raw material and part fabrication. Pre-test and post-test micro-
structural examinations and nondestructive analyses were conducted on
the parts to determine the effect of variations in part quality on dur-
ability. Comparisons were made between different epoxy novalac resin
systems and fabrication procedures selected by the two vendors partici-
pating in the program.
Equivalent numbers of vanes were fabricated by Composites Horizons and
TRW. Tool trial vanes were dimensionally inspected to confirm tool
configuration. Several vanes were inoculated with intentional flaws to
establish nondestructive inspection standards. The balance of vanes
were evaluated under static loading conditions and high cycle fatigue
tested to failure to establish part durability in "dry" and "wet"
condition.
Conclusions drawn from program data are summarized below in the follow-
ing categories: design analysis, improved durability, materials proper-
ties, inspections standards, weight benefits and part price.
o A correlation was established between NASTRAN analysis , static
and dynamic strain gage data and modes of failure for each of
the material/ply orientation vane configurations tested. All
four thick trailing edge composite fan exit guide vane confi-
gurations exhibited fatigue strain capability at failure in
excess of established requirements. Two of the material/ply
orientation combinations, with reduced shell ply stiffness,
exhibited increased fatigue margin compared to stiffer shell
configurations. A correlation was shown to exist between vane
fatigue failure mode and torsional stiffness. Vanes produced
by two vendors and fabricated using different processes, epoxy
material,and shell fibersshowed similar fatigueperformance
behavior.The presence of some fiber wrinklingand higher
levels of porosityevident in one vendor'sproductdid not
affect part fatiguelife. Compositevane polyurethanecoating
integrityand bond interfacestrengthwere not degradedduring
fatigue testingunder dry or wet conditions.
o Experimentaldata substantiatedthe computermodel developed
for predictingmoistureweight gain in compositefan exit
guide vanes expectedfrom serviceoperation.The presence of
up to 0.8 weight percentmoisture in compositevanes did not
affect fatigueperformance.
o Mechanicalproperty tests of four lots of 345 GPa (50 M)
modulusFortafil 5A Great Lakes Carbon fiber revealedgood
repeatabilityand acceptableproperties.Infrared signature
and glass transitiontemperaturecharacterizationwere estab-
lished for resin systems.These data were used to establisha
materialsand process specificationto provide for improved
productcontrol.
o Low voltageradiographyand visual examinationwere effective
in identifyingintentionalflaws in as-fabricatedvanes.
Radiographywas also effectivein detectingcracks in post-fa-
tigue test vanes.
o Compositevanes provide a 24.2 kgs (53 ibs) weight saving
compared to aluminumvanes in a typicalJT9D engine.
o Compositevane price, based on projectionsof i000 vanes/month
production,was determinedto be cost effectivebased on
price-to-weightcomparisonsof compositeto currentbill-of-
materialaluminum.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Fan exit guide vanes are utilized in high bypass ratio gas turbine
engines to redirect fan air flow downstream of fan blades. The redirec-
tion of fan air reduces aerodynamic drag and improves efficiency. These
high aspect ratio vanes are designed to withstand aerodynamic forces
and experience no significant engine structural loads.
Significant weight reduction benefits can be achieved by substituting
advanced nonmetallic composite parts for current aluminum vanes. The
primary technical challenge, leading to successful incorporation of
this composite part, is through the design and fabrication of a
durable, low cost, light weight vane using advanced composite material.
Experience with graphite composite fan exit guide vanes during the
early 70's revealed a combination of fiber material, process and design
deficiencies which resulted in inadequate part durability. The subject
program was directed at those critical factors believed to influence
durability. Significant improvements in both vane design and materials/
processing were demonstrated.
The subject program consisted of three tasks directed at i) vane design
for composite materials, 2) vane fabrication to demonstrate inspect-
able, improved quality, light weight and low cost parts at two fabrica-
tors using different materials and processes, and 3) fatigue testing to
demonstrate increased durability of a wraparound shell concept on a
thick trailing edge vane. All objectives of this contract were achieved.
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3.0 DESIGN,MATERIAL SELECTIONAND ANALYSIS
3.1 VANE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONSAND MATERIALSSELECTION
3.1.1 Introduction
Fan exit guide vanes in JT9D model engines are located downstream of
the fan blades in the fan bypass duct (Figure 3-1). In this position,
the vanes turn fan air in the axial direction to reduce aerodynamic
drag and improve engine operating efficiency. The vanes are designed to
withstand aerodynamic forces and experience no significant engine
structural loads. Failure or loss of a vane during engine operation
would have no effect on the reliability of engine operation. Individual
vanes are positioned in cast aluminum platforms using polyurethane as a
means of bonding the vane in position. Various JT9D engine models use
from 84 to 108 vanes per engine. The quantity and size of vanes are
determined by aerodynamic and noise requirements.
FAN EXIT GUIOEVANES
Figure 3-1 JT9D Turbofan Engine
3.1.2 Stress and VibrationConsiderations
Vane strengthrequirementsare establishedby static and dynamicaero-
dynamic engine stresses.Static stress is primarilydue to gas bending
" loads exertedon the pressureside of the airfoil,whereas dynamic
stress is a result of naturalfrequencyvibrationof the vane during
engine operation.Part design criteriaare establishedwhich provide
sufficientbending and torsionalstiffnessto avoid excessivevibratory
stress in either bendingor torsionalmodes. Early compositevane ex-
perience on thin 0.508 mm (0.020in.) fiber reinforcedtrailingedge
parts (Figure3-2) during the 1973-1975period identifiedthe first
bendingmode as the potentialproblemvibrationmode under selective
high flow engine conditions.Occasionalpart failuresinitiatingfrom
the trailingedge were experienced(Figure3-3). The primaryobjective
of the design effort under the subjectcontractwas to select vane sec-
tion size and material/plyconfigurationswhich would increasethe
bendingstiffnessof the airfoil,provide for more uniformload distri-
bution and therebydecreasefirst bendingmode strain levelsprimarily
at the trailingedge. Another design considerationwas to maintain suf-
ficienttorsionalstiffnessto avoid introductionof a first torsion
mode which was not previouslyobserved in engine testing.Finally, it
was necessaryto maintain sufficientvane frequencydifferencesbetween
first bendingand torsionto avoid bending-torsioncoupling.
3.1.3 EnvironmentalEffects
Two basic environmentalfactorswere of concern in establishinga
durablecompositefan exit guide vane operatingbetween-]2°C (10°F)
and 88°C (190°F): long term erosion/corrosionresistanceof the
vane and the influenceof moistureon vane fatiguestrength.
Earlier tests,prior to this contract,in both vibrationtest rigs and
engines,have shown that the combinationof a 0.25 mm (0.0]in.) thick
polyurethanecoatingover the entire airfoiland a 0.25 mm (0.01 in.)
thick leadingedge aluminumsheath on the airfoilprovide the required
erosion/corrosionprotection.The polyurethanecoveredboth the alumin-
um and compositeportionsof the airfoil.
Concernover the long term durabilityof non-metallicmatrix composite
material in the presenceof cyclic temperature,load and moisture
environmentestablishedthe need for suitablemechanicalproperty data
of "wet" compositematerial.Both specimensand vanes were exposed to
environmentalconditionswhich resultedin moisture levels typicalof
serviceoperation.
A study was conductedto establishedrealistictemperature,percent
relativehumidityand exposure times for compositefan exit guide vanesf
operatingin a serviceenvironment.Worst case average temperatureand
percent relativehumidityconditionsat airports around the world were
establishedas 24°C (75°F)at 87 percent relativehumidity.Vane
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Figure 3-2 Early Design Thin Trailing Edge Graphite/Epoxy Fan Exit
Guide Vane After Long Term Endurance Test in
Experimental Engine Environment
LEADING LEADINGEDGE TRAILING
EDGE EDGE
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Figure 3-3 Early Design Thin TrailingEdge Graphite/EpoxyFan Exit
Guide Vane FailureAfter Test in FatigueEnvironment
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moisture absorption and drying cycles were determined based on service
reported data for the lowest JT9D powered aircraft utilization rate
during the past seven years reported by one operator. The lowest utili-
zation rate would allow the highest level of moisture to be absorbed by
the vane on the ground and would, therefore, present the most conserva-
tive approach for determining potential vane property changes. More
extensive usage of JTgD powered aircraft during the past several years
has substantially increased the utilization factor which has decreased
the projected equilibrium concentration of moisture in composite fan
exit guide vanes. The lowest utilization time using the conservative
approach was determined to be approximately 20 percent flight time.
When converted to a daily cycle, this utilization was equivalent to
ground exposure for approximately nineteen (19) of every twenty-four
(24) hours, and flight drying conditions for the remaining five (5)
hours. Typical drying conditions for this five (5) hour period would be
approximately 15oc (60OF), zero percent relative humidity at pres-
sures encountered at 10,668 m (35,000 ft.) altitude. A one dimensional
computerized analytical diffusion model developed by Springer, Refer-
ence l, was used to determine the required equilibrium moisture content
in the 2.03 mm (0.080 in.) thick fiber reinforced trailing edge section
of the vane to simulate the projected worst case operating conditions.
Moisture content in the trailing edge was considered to be the control-
ling factor since this airfoil section was most highly stressed. Calcu-
lations for a typical graphite/epoxy (3501-6 Hercules resin) system
indicated that equilibrium moisture in the 2.03 mm trailing edge
section of the vane would be approximately 1.0 weight percent after 18
months of no flight utilization and continuous exposure at 24oc
(75°F)/87% relative humidity. However, for the lowest aircraft utili-
zation factor of 20 percent, the equilibrium moisture level in the
graphite epoxy vane would be 0.8 weight percent gain achieved in nine
months (Figure 3-4). Performing the same analysis for a typical fiber-
glass system (S glass 7781/5143), the continuous exposure equilibrium
moisture content is approximately 1.3 weight percent gain after 18
months. For the 20 percent utilization factor, the equilibrium moisture
level drops to 0.9 percent moisture weight gain in 9 months of exposure
(Figure 3-5). The rationale for inoculating specimens and vanes with
the required moisture content and supporting weight gain data will be
presented in section 5.1.3.
The magnitude of fan exit guide vane stress associated with residual
fabrication stress, thermal gradients during operation and part volume
increase due to moisture absorption was estimated to be small from data
presented in Reference 2.
3.1.4 Vane External Geometry and Internal Configuration
Vane external dimensions and shape selected for evaluation in the
current program are typical of most fan exit guide vanes found in Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft production engines. The part external shape was
selected to provide for easy incorporation into existing or advanced
models of the JT9D. The airfoil has a 9.] cm (3.6 in.) chord, and is 43
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Figure 3-4 CompositeFan Exit Guide Vane TrailingEdge Moisture
Content: Trailing Edge Thickness = 2.03 mm (0.080 in.)
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Figure 3-5 CompositeFan Exit Guide Vane TrailingEdge Moisture
Content:TrailingEdge Thickness= 2.03 mm (0.080in.)
cm (17 in.) long. The 9.1 cm chord vane can be assembledinto current
enginedesignswith essentiallyno modification.This design commonali-
ty will provide expediencyin fabricating,testingand incorporating
this light weight,durable, low cost compositeairfoilin advancedJT9D
engines.The increasedthicknesstrailingedge (Figure3-6) does result
in some predictableaerodynamicperformanceloss compared to a thin
trailingedge part. However, this very small performanceloss trades
well with the expectedweight reductionbenefit for a reasonablypriced
compositevane compared to an aluminumpart.
INITIAL THIN TRAILING EDGE
DISCONTINUOUSHELLWRAP
CURRENTHICK TRAILING
EDGE2.03 mm(0.80 inch)
CONTINUOUSHELLWRAP
LEADINGEDGE
Figure 3-6 Initial and Current JT9D Composite Vane Cross Section
Vane fiber was selectedbased on four shell materialswith different
ply orientationsevaluatedfrom eight candidatesystems.The selection
processwas aided by engine experienceas well as rig high cycle
fatiguedata obtainedduring 1973-]975and NASTRAN finite element
analysisprior to the subjectcontract.A core/shelldesign was selec-
ted with core fibersoriented in the vane span (radial)directionand
shell fibers angled to the core. Shell fiber orientationwas selected
to provide desired torsionalstiffnesswithout introducingpost-fabri-
cation residualstress cracks. In addition,shell fiberswere wrapped
around a thickercore trailingedge (Figure3-7) as compared to an
earlierconfigurationwhich terminatedshell fibersat the thin trail-
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ing edge (Figure3-8). NASTRAN finite elementanalysis,which will be
discussed in more detail in Section 3.2, was used to predict vane
static strains,first bending and first torsionfrequencies.
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Figure 3-7 Thick TrailingEdge CompositeFan Exit Guide Vane
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Figure 3-8 Thin Trailing Edge Composite Fan Exit Guide Vane
3.1.5 Fiber and Resin Matrix MaterialSelectionCriteria
Factors influencingthe selectionof materialwere: mechanical/physi-
cal propertiesof fiber and resin,materialcost, adaptabilityof the
11
compositesystem to low cost processing,material availabilityand
previousfabricationexperienceof vendorsand Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft.NASTRANfinite element analysesfurtherrefinedthe selection
processby indicatingthat a typicalhigh modulus345 GPa (50 msi) core
was requiredfor bendingstiffnessand that shell materialsfor
torsionalstiffnesscould vary in modulusover a wider range. Fiber
tensilestrengthrequirementsfor this stiffnesslimitedpart design
were met by all candidatefiber materials.
Great Lakes Carbon, Fortafil5 fiber as it was identifiedin 1975 met
the high modulus requirement(331 GPa (48msi)) and providedan addi-
tionalbenefit as the lowest cost core fiber available.However,during
the 1975 programa fiber qualityproblemwas encounteredwhich resulted
in reducedshort beam shear strengthand poor peel strength.The prob-
lem was also visible in high magnificationexaminationof sectioned
vanes. These effects are documentedin section4 of the report.To
correctthese problemsFortafil 5 fiber was subjectedto an additional
fiber surfacetreatmentwhich was proprietaryto Great Lakes Carbon.
Compositetest panels fabricatedfrom variousbatchesof fiber,which
were surfacetreatedfor differentperiodsof time, indicatedthe
desiredmix of shear, polyurethanepeel and flexurestrengthwas
achievedby twice the original fiber treatmenttime (Figure3-9). These
improvedpropertiesresulted in a new fiber specification,Fortafil 5A
whose propertieswere confirmedfor each batch of fiber during the
contract.
Four shell fiber materials,Fortafil5A, HerculesAS-2, S-glassfiber
S-2 size 449 and S-glasscloth style 6581 were selectedto providea
wide range of moduli for torsionalproperties.
Resin system selectionwas based on a numberof requirements.The mini-
mum wet glass transitiontemperature,Tg, of the resin must be higher
than the maximumoperatingtemperatureof the vane. Low moistureweight
gain of the resin system was required.Selected resins should be simil-
ar to resinscurrentlybeing flight tested in commercialand military
aircraftunder NASA and Departmentof Defense sponsorship.Moderate
ductilityup to 1.5 percent,low cost and commercialavailablityof the
raw materialswere furtherrequirements.Previous resin selectionat
Pratt & WhitneyAircraft in the earliervane programevaluatedHercules
3501 resin and a proprietarysystem formulatedby CompositesHorizons,
then known as StructuralComposites,Inc. (SCI).The two vane fabrica-
tors selectedfor the subjectprogram,TRW and CompositesHorizons,
individuallyselectedtheir resin systemsto meet the above require-
ments. CompositesHorizons selectedthe same proprietaryresin, identi-
fied as CH 4010, which was used in the earlierprogram and was compat-
ible with their core pultrusionand shell ply prepreg procedures.TRW
selecteda commerciallyavailablemix of DEN 438, DER 331 and TONOX
60/40 which would be compatiblewith either ply prepreggingor pultru-
sion.
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3.2 VANE ANALYSES
3.2.1 PreliminaryScreeningof Vane Candidates
Eight differentthick trailingedge vane configurationswith varying
shell material/plyorientationcombinationswere evaluatedusing
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NASTRAN finite element analysis (Table 3-I). Comparisons were made to
thin trailing edge aluminum vanes and to thin trailing edge composite
vanes, which had been engine tested during the ]973-1975 period. The
candidates were evaluated for bending and torsional stiffness and
frequency as well as strain at the trailing edge of the vane. The
aluminum vane, which has been successfully operated Jn JT9D engines,
was used as a baseline to establish target properties. Particular
attention was given to reduce radial strain at the tra_ling edge. It
was this area of the airfoil which experienced the most distress in
earlier programs.
Candidates 5, 6 and 8 were eliminated for high static strain at the
trailing edge. Furthermore, the poor compressive strength character_s-
tics of Kevlar in candidate vane number 5 would not be desirable since
the vane trailing edge section experienced compressive loading during
flutter excitation. Vane configuration 7 was not considered due to
relatively high static strain at vane maximum thickness and vane 4 was
eliminated in preference to a modification of vane 2 containing a glass
cloth shell/345 GPa (50 M) modulus graphite core configuration. As a
result of these analyses, four candidates, presented in Table 3-II,
were selected for detailed design, fabrication, test and evaluation.
Slight changes to shell ply fiber orientation were permitted to m_ni-
mize fabrication residual stresses without significantly changing the
critical vane property requirements. Composites Horizons selected
+35-35-35+35 degrees for four ply graphite shell construction, whereas
TRW selected +30 degrees. Both S-glass shell configurations use two
plies with +45 fiber orientation.
3.2.2 Characteristics of Four Selected Vane Candidates
All four vane candidates contained a high modulus core to meet bending
stiffness (KB) requirements. High bending stiffness reduced the po-
tential for excessive vibratory stress during engine operation. Tor-
sional stiffness (KT) was a second order concern in the design of the
fan exit guide vane. No vibratory response in torsion had been observed
in either rig or engine tests. However, adequate torsional stiffness
is required so as not to compromise torsional frequency. In addition,
the margin between bending and torsional frequency should be maintained
to minimize the possibility of mode coupling. First bending and torsion
stiffness properties for the four candidate thick trailing edge vanes
were compared to the earlier thin trailing edge vane (Figure 3-10,
3-11). These data were obtained using NASTRAN finite element analysis
with elemental properties determined by classical laminate theory.
Bending spring rates were higher for the four candiate vanes, whereas
torsional spring rates decreased. In addition to stiffness, a compari-
son was made between experimental first bending and first torsion fre-
quency test data for the thin trailing edge vane and NASTRAN dynamic
analysis data for the thick trailing edge vane. The differences between
bending and torsion frequencies are considered sufficient to avoid mode
coupling during vane excitation (Figure 3-12). However, the bending to
torsion frequency difference for the two fiberglass shell vane config-
urations is smaller than encountered in previous programs.
]4
TABLE 3-1
NASTRAN CALCULATED PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE FAN EXIT GUIDE VANES
Radial Static Strain
KB KT El I GI2 _x _x
MN/M M-N/deg GPa GPa f_ f_ Max. Thickness Trailing Edge
CONFIGURATION (ibs/in) (in-lbs/deg) (msi) (msi) Hz Hz % Strain % Strain
I0.2 cm (4") Chord
Aluminum 0.219 3.81 73.1 26.2 162 397 0.0887 -0.1528
Thin Trailing Edge (1251) (33.7) (10.6) (3.8)
9.1 cm (3.6") Chord
Original Thin TE Configuration 0.241 3.29 135.1 19.0 220 565 0.I000 -0.2800
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 0° Core (1374) (29.1) (19.6) (2.75)
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 4-Ply
+35 ° Shell
Candidate Thick TE Configurations
i. 345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 0° Core 0.339 2.68 142.7 15.5 248 531 0.0847 -0.1720
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 4-Ply (1936) (23.7) (20.7) (2.24)
+35 ° Shell
2. 345 GPA (50 M) Graphite 0 ° Core 0.286 1.38 127.6 7.9 227 393 0.0945 -0.1990
S-Glass 4-Ply_45 ° Shell (1634) (12.2) (18.5) (1.15)
3. 345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 0° Core 0.307 1.91 134.5 11.03 239 465 0.0910 -0.1740
207 GPa (30 M) Graphite 4-Ply (1750) (16.9) (19.5) (1.60)
+35° Shell
4. 207 GPa (30 M) Graphite o° Core 0.281 2.7 143.4 15.6 230 527 0.II00 -0.2042
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 7-Ply (1607) (23.9) (20.8) (2.26)
+45 o, 0°, -45 ° Shell
5. Kevlar 0° Core 0.246 2.7 84.8 15.6 230 541 0.1260 -0.2330
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 7-Ply (1407) (23.9) (12.3) (2.26)
+45o_ 0o_ -45 ° Shell
6. Syntactic Foam Core 0.176 2.52 50.5 14.5 177 522 0.2067 -0.2900
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite 7-Ply (1004) (22.3) (7.32) (2.11)
+45°, 0°, -45 ° Shell
7. Syntactic Foam Core 0.247 2.96 75.2 17.1 216 566 0.1588 -0.2050
345 GPa (50 M) Graphite ll-Ply (1408) (26.2) (10.9) (2.48)
+45 °, 0°y -45 ° Shell
8. 207 GPa (30 M) Graphite Core 0.217 1.71 91.1 9.7 198 424 0.1326 -0.2700
207 GPa (30 M) Graphite 4-Ply (1238) (15.1) (13.2) (1.40)
+35 ° Shell
IFrequency data based on beam theory using bulk vane modulus properties
TABLE 3-11
SELECTED FAN EXIT GUIDE VANE CONFIGURATIONS AND PROCF.qSES
Core Shell
Fiber Orien- Fiber
Modulus tat ion, Modulus Orientation,
GPa (msi) Degrees Material GPa (msi) De_rees
Pultrusion and Compression Moldin@
Fortafil 5A 331 (48) 0 Fortafil 5A 331 (48) +35, -35, -35, +35
Graphite Graphite Plies
Fortafil 5A 331 (48) 0 S-Glass Cloth 41 (6.0) +45, -45
G_aphite Style 6581
Ply Lay-up and Co_0ression Molding
Fortafil 5A 331 (48) 0 AS-2 Graphite Plies 221 (32) +30, -30, +30, -30
_ Graphite
Fortafil 5A 331 (48) 0 Owens Corning 83 (12.0) +45, -45
Graphite S-2 Glass Roving
449 Size
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Chordwise distribution of radial strain was compared for both thick and
thin trailing edge vanes of comparable material/ply orientation for
maximum static load on the airfoil at the vane midspan {Figure 3-]3). A
thickening of the airfoil, starting at midchord and gradually continu-
ing to the trailing edge, provided additional high modulus core fiber
which decreased the average strain in the core from the 6.4 cm (2.5
in.) chord location to the trailing edge. The use of the trailing edge
shell wrap-around concept in conjunction with the thick trailing edge
permitted unidirectiona! core to move approximately 7.62 mm (0.30 in.)
closer to the trailing edge outer surface which also contributed to
increased bending stiffness. These additive effects of increasing core
thickness and moving the core closer to the trailing edge resulted in
decreased strain from -2800 _e to -1720 _G Furthermore, the wrap
around shell concept was expected to provide a two-fold benefit. One of
these benfits was expected to be improved fiber/ resin homogeneity
which would reduce peak strains at the trailing edge. Another benefit
expected was an improved shear tie in the shell around the trailing
edge radius from the concave side of the airfoil to the convex side.
The earlier vane was designed with concave and convex shell fibers
terminating at the trailing edge.
CONFIGURATION: 345GPa (50M) MODULUS 0° CORE
345 GPa (50M)-MODULUS !:35° SHELL2000 m
O NASTRAN CONVEX _ 0.51 mm (0.020") TRAILING EDGE
150(] /_ NASTRAN CONCAVE m _ 2.03 mm (0.080") TRAILING EDGE
,oo
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o
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Figure 3-13 CompositeFan Exit Guide Vane Strain Distribution ~
NASTRANStatic PressureLoad _malysis,34 KPa (5 psi)
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3.2.3 Stress and Vibration NASTRAN Analysis
Prediction of the strain distribution of each of the four vane designs
_ in a typical high bypass ratio engine environment was accomplished
through use of a static and dynamic finite element NASTRAN analysis and
substantiated by bench test data. The modeling techniques used in the
NASTRAN analysis have been calibrated to static bladder load testing
(Section 5.].2) of the original thin trailing edge composite vane
design. A dynamic analysis was also performed on each concept to accur-
ately determine natural frequency and mode shape. This information was
compared to shaker table strain gage results for further calibration of
the NASTRAN model, allowing accurate prediction of the engine stress
strain condition for each vane design.
The NASTRAN element used in the analysis is a 2D compatible bending
membrane element in 3D space (Clough element). The model breakup
consisted of 48 elements along the vane chord and 20 stations spanwise
along the 43 cm (17 in.) vane span (Figures 3-14, 3-15), making a total
of 960 elements. The individual element properties are generated by a
pre-processor which calculates membrane, bending and in-plane shear
properties based on the ply lay-ups in the area. These calculations are
based on classical laminate theory presented in Reference 3.
Mechanical property data obtained in the subject program at 60 +5
percent volume composite fiber and reported in Section 4 as wel_ as
properties extracted from Reference 4 were used as input to the NASTRAN
analyses. A summary of these data is presented in Table 3-III. Results
of static and dynamic NASTRAN analyses are presented in Table 3-IV and
represents a second calculated iteration for materials selected in the
subject program. The most significant change from previous calculations
reported in Table 3-I was an increase of approximately I0 percent in
radial strain (_x) at the trailing edge as a result of lower values
of composite modulus. The chordwise distribution of radial static
strain for both convex and concave surfaces of the airfoil for three of
the four configurations are shown in Figures 3-16, 3-17 and 3-18. The
strain distribution is quite similar for graphite vanes. However the
glass shelled vane showed an increase in trailing edge radial strain of
approximately 20 percent. The glass cloth shell vane showed similar
strain distribution to glass fiber shell vane.
Chordwise distribution of chordwise strain was also determined for
three of the four vane configurations and is presented in Figures 3-]9,
3-20, and 3-2]. Peak chordwise strain at the trailing edge for both
graphite vane designs was higher than strain on the fiberglass shell
vane. Furthermore, the chordwise strain on the fiberglass shell vane
was more uniform towards the trailing edge of the airfoil, indicating
there might be competitive regions for failure away from the trailing
edge. These analytically determined comparisons were later substantia-
ted by strain gage test data (Section 5), and showed different modes of
failure attributable to varying strain patterns.
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TABLE 3-111
UNIDIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF CORE AND SHELL COMPOSITE MATERIALS
60 PERCENT FIBER VOLUME
Longitudinal Transverse Shear
Modulus Modulus Poisson's Modulus Density
GPa GPa Ratio GPa gm/cc
(msi) (msi) (7 ) (msi) (Ib/in 3)
Fortafil 5A 147.6 11.7 0.30 4.48 1.50
Graphite (21.4) (1.7) (.65) (0.054)
AS-2 Graphite 136.5 11.7 0.21 4.48 1.50
(19.8) (1.7) (.65) (0.054)
S-Glass Tape 51.7 15.5 0.25 7.58 1.91
(7.5) (2.2) (i.i0) (0.069)
S-Glass Cloth 31.0 31.0 0.25 7.58 1.91
(4.5) (4.5) (1.10) (0.069)
Note: Properties obtained from subject test program and from Reference 3
TABLE 3-IV
NASTRAN CALCULATe3PROPERTIESOF TRICK TRAILING EDGE FAN EXIT GUIDE VANES
KB KT Ell GI2 fB fT Radial Static Strain
€X cx
Max Thickness Trailing Edge
MN/M M-N/Deg GPa GPa
(in-lb/deg) _ (msi) H____z Hz % Strain % Strain
Fortafil 5A 0° Core/
Fortafil 5A _35° Shell 0.330 2.65 137.2 14.8 244 535 0.0955 -0.1910
(1885) (23.4) (19.9) (2.15)
Fortafil 5A 0° Core/
AS-2 _30o Shell 0.320 1.82 146.9 10.0 240 468 0.0985 -0.1980
(1825) (16.1) (21.3) (1.45)
Fortafil 5A 0O Core/
S-Glass Fiber _45° Shell 0.276 1.29 122.0 7.4 220 382 0.1100 -0.2285
(1575) (11.4) (17.7) (1.07)
Fortafil 5A Core/ 0.275 1.20 121.4 7.0 220 368 0.1095 -0.2295
S-Glass Cloth _45° Shell (1570) (10.6) (17.6) (1.02)
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4.0 MATERIALS EVALUATION AND VANE FABRICATION
4.1 MATERIALS EVALUATION
4.1.1 Background
During the mid 70's, mechanical strength deficiencies were noted in
various graphite composite fan exit guide vanes which were attributed
to contaminated fiber. These material deficiencies also resulted in
compromised part durability. As a result of this problem, several
mechanical property measurements were emphasized in the materials
control test plan for the subject program. Those properties obtained in
the program were flexure strength, short beam shear strength, flexure
modulus and polyurethane to composite panel peel strength. The effects
of moisture and temperature on these panel properties were evaluated
and comparisons were made to data of specimens removed from vanes. Some
of the data presented herein are a compilation of precontract 1975
information generated by Great Lakes Carbon, Composites Horizons and
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and will be identified accordingly.
4.1.2 Composite Mechanical Properties
During the 1975 program, a mechanical property correlation for panels
fabricated with Fortafil 5 was found to exist between shear, flexure
and polyurethane to composite peel strength. To achieve the best
balance of all three properties and eliminate the fiber contamination
problem, various fiber surface treatments were undertaken by Great
Lakes Carbon. The results of those treatments indicated that signifi-
cant improvements in shear strength and polyurethane peel strength were
obtained when panels were fabricated from fiber which had twice the
level of surface treatment previously received. This fiber surface
conditioning which is proprietary to Great Lakes Carbon was agreed upon
by all parties and the modified fiber was identified as Fortafil 5A and
used in the subject program. The failure characteristics of low peel
strength showed fiber pullout from the composite rather than adhesive
failure between the composite and polyurethane film. Peel strength was
also a good indication of proper polyurethane bonding conditions to the
composite part. A typical example of the result of contaminated fiber
on vane microstructure can be seen in Figure 4-]. Also apparent are
resin rich areas at the vane trailing edge.
Material acceptance data were obtained for all of the fiber, cloth and
resin materials used to fabricate vanes. Critical mechanical and physi-
cal properties of four separate batches of Great Lakes Carbon Fortafil
5A showed excellent data repeatability when tested by the fiber manu-
facturer (Table 4-I). In addition to strength and modulus properties,
the peel strength of 0.254 ram (0.010 in.) polyurethane film bonded to
composite panels was established. Peel tests on flat specimens indica-
ted no excessive fiber pullout and good bonding of the polyurethane to
the epoxy novalac of the composite panel. This added peel requirement
was established to confirm that "clean" fiber surfaces were being used
for specimen and vane fabrication.
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EVIDENCEOF FIBER
CONTAMINATION
Figure 4-1 Photomicrographof TypicalCross-Sectionof Contamina-
ted Fiber 1975 Period Thin TrailingEdge Vane
Mechanicalproperty data were obtainedfrom 15.2 cm x 15.2 cm x 2.03 mm
(6 in. x 6 in. x 0.080 in. thick) compositepanels fabricatedand
tested by both vane manufacturers.Sectionsof these panels were also
testedby P&WA. Additionaldata were obtained directlyfrom sectionsof
vanes. This test approachwas taken to ensure that test panel and vane
mechanicalpropertieswould be representativeof the material and
processspecificationestablishedfor thispart. The criticalproper-
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ties for a material specification were established as shear, peel and
flexure strength as well as modulus of the composite material in dry
and wet conditions at room temperture and elevated temperature. Panels
fabricated by Great Lakes Carbon and both vane fabricators and tested
by vendors and P&WA indicated that the as-fabricated Fortafil 5A graph-
ite composite tested at room temperture exhibited average shear and
peel strength of 86.4 MPa (12.5 Ksi) and 1686 N/M (9.6 ibs./in.),
respectively. Average flexure strength and modulus of Fortafil 5A
graphite were ]162 MPa (169 Ksi) and 160.2 GPa (23.2 msi), respectively
(Table 4-I). To further verify the cleanliness of the fiber additional
peel testing of 60 v/o Fortafil 5A composite panels with polyurethane
bonded to the surface was performed at +35 ° and +90 ° to the fiber
direction. Average peel strength, approximately _925 N/M (]] ibs./in.),
was similar for polyurethane removal regardless of fiber orientation
(Table 4-II).
Mechanical properties of high modulus Fortafil 5A and intermediate
modulus Hercules graphite AS-2, S-glass cloth and S-glass unidirection-
al fiber were also obtained by P&WA from specimens fabricated by Compo-
sites Horizons and TRW. Test data obtained at P&WA for vendor fabrica-
ted panels was similar to that obtained at Great Lakes Carbon. The
as-fabricated panel properties of AS-2 graphite, S-glass cloth and
S-glass unidirectional fiber, all of which were used as shell material,
are presented in Table 4-III.
Both TRW and Composites Horizons fabricated specimens for testing at
121°C (250°F). Results indicated that a significant reduction in
short beam shear strength for all candidate materials was apparent at
121°C; Fortafil 5A decreased approximately 30 percent, whereas AS-2,
S-glass cloth and S-glass fiber shell decreased 50, 40 and 60 percent,
respectively {Tables 4-IV and 4-V). The flexural strength of Fortafil
5A did not change significantly at 121oc; however, the other three
materials experienced a flexure strength decrease of between 30 and 40
percent. Modulus remained relatively constant for three of the four
materials; however, S-glass cloth experienced a drop of approximately
40 percent at 121oc.
Mechanical property test specimens of similar thickness to the vane
trailing edge were exposed to moisture for three to four weeks at 60°C
(140°F)/95 percent relative humidity to simulate the moisture level
which would be absorbed by the composite vane after six months of a
worst condition ground/flight environment. Moisture absorbed during
this period ranged from 0.4 to 0.9 weight percent. Post-test analysis
showed a very slight reduction of short beam shear properties of
approximately I0 percent; no significant reduction in flexure strength
or flexure modulus was apparent for Fortafil 5A, AS-2 graphite or
S-glass fiber (Table 4-VI). The flexure strength of S-glass cloth
experienced a 20 percent reduction in properties. Trends were similar
for both Composites Horizons and TRW fabricated panels.
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TABLE 4-I
FORTAFIL 5A COMPOSITECORE MATERIAL UNIDIRECTIONALPROPERTIESDATA
SpecimensFabricatedby Great Lakes Carbon and Tested at Room Temperature
60 V/O Graphite/Epoxy(EPON828)
Fiber TOW
Series Density Yield Peel Strength* Flex Strength Flex Modulus Shear Strength
Batch _/cc (ib/ft3) m/kg (ft/ib) N/M (Ibs/in) MPa (ksi) GPa (Msi) MPa (ksi)
RS 695T 1.8 (112) 228 (340) 1145 (166) 160.0 (23.2) 89.6 (13.0)
1207 (175) 160.0 (23.2) 92.4 (13.4)
1172 (170) 164.8 (23.9) 86.9 (12.6)
1145 (166) 157.2 (22.8) 88.9 (12.9)
1213 (176) 160.6 (23.3) 91.0 (13.8)
1131 (164) 156.5 (22.7) 89.6 (13.0)
1138 (165) 157.2 (22.8) 77.2 (11.2)
1103 (160) 156.5 (22.7) 79.3 _Ii.5)
Avg 1839 (10.5) 1157 (168) 159.1 (23.1) 86.9 (12.7)
Min 1383 (7.9) 1103 (160) 156.5 (22.7) 77.2 (11.2)
RS 696B 1.8 (112) 217 (324) 1220 (177) 162.0 (23.5) 92.4 (13.4)
1165 (169) 165.5 (24.0) 85.5 (12.4)
i000 (145) 156.5 (22.7) 70.3 (10.2)
1076 (156) 157.9 (22.9) 80.0 (11.6)
1186 (172) 157.2 (22.8) 86.9 (12.6)
1158 (168) 157.9 (22.9) 88.9 (12.9)
1103 (160) 156.5 (22.7) 78.6 (11.4)
1062 (154) 158.6 (23.0) 80.0 (11.6)
Avg 1664 (9.5) 1121 (163) 159.0 (23.1) 82.9 (12.0)
Min 946 (5.4) i008 (145) 156.5 (22.7) 70.3 (10.2)
RS 697T 1.8 (112) 215 (321) 1241 (180) 160.0 (23.2) 82.7 (12.0)
1131 (164) 157.2 (22.8) 81.4 (12.0)
1082 (157) 158.6 (23.0) 91.7 (13.3)
1207 (175) 157.2 (22.8) 85.5 (12.4)
1179 (171) 157.2 (22.8) 74.5 (10.8)
1096 (159) 164.1 (23.8) 75.8 (11.0)
1207 (175) 160.0 (23.2) 93.8 (12.6)
1096 (159) 157.9(22.9) 86.9
Avg 1594 (9.1) 1155 (168) 159.2 (23.1) 84.0 (12.2)
Min 1051 (6.0) 1082 (157) 157.2 (22.8) 74.5 (10.8)
RS 697B 1.8 (112) 219 (327) 1255 (182) 164.8 (23.9) 93.8 (13.6)
1151 (167) 160.0 (23.2) 101.4 (14.7)
1179 (171) 163.4 (23.7) 80.0 (11.6)
1172 (170) 165.5 (24.0) 91.0 (13.2)
1262 (183) 159.2 (23.1) 95.8 (13.9)
1317 (191) 165.5 (24.0) 91.0 (13.2)
1144 (166) 164.8 (23.9) 85.5 (12.4)
1248 (181) 164.1 (:23.8! 87.6 (12.7)
Avg 1646 (9.4) 1216 (176) 163.4 (23.7) 91.0 (13.2)
Min 1243 (7.1) 1144 (166) 159.2 (23.7) 80.0 (11.6)
OVERALL Avg. 1.8 (112)Avg 220 (328) Avg 1686 (9.6) 1162 (169) 160.2 (23.2) 86.4 (12.5)
Min 946 (5.4) i000 (145) 156.5 (22.7) 70.3 (10.2)
*9.2 _ (0.4 in) and 25.4 rmu(i.0 in) wide pulls of 0.25 rmn(0.018 in) polyurethane film 90° to fiber
direction; single specimen tests
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TABLE 4-II
FORTAFIL 5A COMPOSITE DATA
Peel Specimens Fabricated by Composites Horizons and
Tested at Room Temperature; 60 v/o Graphite Epoxy
Shell Material (Urethane Pulled _35 ° to Fiber Direction)
Average Load at Failure 1
Sample Number N/M (ibs/in)
1038-16 1926 (ii.0)
1038-17 1663 (9.5)
1038-18 1786 (10.2)
1038-19 1996 (11.4)
Avg. 1842 (10.5)
Min. 1663 (9.5)
Core Material (Urethane Pulled 90 ° to Fiber Direction)
Average Load at Failure 1
Sample Number N/M (ibs/in)
697 TC 200-300 1996 (11.4)
697 BA 0-374 2101 (12.0)
696 BA 300-400 1769 (i0.i)
695 TA 100-200 2189 (12.5)
695 TA 500-600 2014 (11.5)
696 BD 200-300 1646 (9.4)
696 TA 200-300 2049 (11.7)
695 TB 0-700 1839 (10.5)
695 TC 500-600 1874 (10.7)
697 TB 300-400 1856 (10.6)
696 BC 100-450 1926 (ii.0)
696 BB 100-200 1961 (11.2)
695 TD 300-400 1629 (9.3)
695 TC 200-300 1786 (10.2)
695 TD 600-700 1996 (11.4)
697 TD 0-400 1716 (9.8)
697 BB 0-i00 2102 (12.0)
697 BD 100-200 2014 (11.5)
Avg. 1915 (10.9)
Min. 1629 (9.3)
iStrain Rate 5.1 cm/min (2.0 in/min) crosshead speed.
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TABLE 4-1II
COMPOSITEMECHANICALPROPERTYDATA
SpecimensFabricatedby CompositesHorizonsand TRW and
Tested by Pratt & WhitneyAircraftat Room Temperature
Fabri- Flexure Flexure Shear
cation Strength Modulus Strength
SpecimenNo.(I) Vendor Fiber MPa (ksi) GPa (msi) MPa (ksi)
T27, 31 CH F-5A 1013 (147) 145.5 (21.1) 81.4 (11.8)
T28, 32 CH F-5A 1096 (159) 149.0 (21.6) 79.3 (11.5)
T43, 47 CH F-5A 1013 (147) 157.2 (22.8) 80.7 (11.7)
T44, 48 CH F-5A - - 144.1 (20.9) 79.3 (11.5)
773-79 TRW F-5A .... 80.0 (11.6)
773-79 TRW F-SA 917 (133) 165.5 (24.0) 80.0 (11.6)
Avg. i010 (146) 152.3 (22.1) 80.1 (11.6)
Min. 917 (133) 144.1 (20.9) .79.3 (11.5)
773-68 TRW AS-2 2110 (306) 131.0 (19.0) 93.1 (13.5)
773-68 TRW AS-2 2261 (328) 135.1 (19.6) 87.6 (12.7)
Avg. 2185 (317) 133.0 (19.3) 90.3 (13.1)
Min. 2110 (306) 131.0 (19.0) 87.6 (12.7)
TII, 15 CH S-glass 882 (128) 33.1 (4.8) 65.5 (9.5)
TI2, 16 CH Cloth 910 (132) 32.4 (4.7) 64.1 (9.3)
Avg. 896 (130) 32.8 (4.8) 64.8 (9.4)
Min. 882 (128) 32.4 (4.7) 64.1 (9.3)
773-93 TRW S-glass 1544 (224) 49.0 (7.1) 69.0 (i0.0)
773-93 TRW Unidirec- 1641 (238) 48.3 (7.0) 77.2 (11.2)
tionalFiber
Avg. 1592 (231) 48.7 (7.0) 73.1 (10.6)
Min. 1641 (238) 48.3 (7.0) 69.0 (i0.0)
(1)Eachdata point is averageof two specimens.
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TABLE 4-IV
EFFECT OF TEMPERATUREON MECHANICAL PROPERTIESOF TEST PANELS
FABRICAT_ WITH FORTAFIL 5A, AS-2 AND S-2 GLASS SHELL MATERIAL
Specimen Fabricated(a) and Tested by TRW
S-Glass Fiber
F-5A Core AS-2 Shell Shell(C)
TRW(b) TRw(b) TRw(b)
Fiber Lot RS-695B Ply B, C 76-2 8-5-77B
Resin Lot
DEN 438A85 TB3/TI306227101 TB3/TI306227101 TB3/TI306227101
DER 331 0610701 0610701 0610701
TONOX 60/40 5017500 5017500 5017500
Panel No. 773-79 773-68 773-64
Resin Solids,w/o 28.0 28.6 27.6
Fiber Vol., % 63.3 62.9 56.2
Flex. Strength(a) MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi)
RT 1129 (163.8) 1975 (286.4) 1709 (247.9)
250°F 1058 (153.5) 1346 (195.3) 993 (144.0)
Flex. Modulus, GPa (msi) GPa (msi) GPa (msi)
RT 160.0 (23.2) 123.4 (17.9) 53.8 (7.8)
250°F 150.3 (21.8) 131.7 (19.1) 53.1 (7.7)
Short Beam Shear MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi)
Strength,
RT 74.5 (10.8) 82.0 (11.9) 66.2 (9.6)
250°F - 40.7 (5.9) 24.8 (3.6)
NOTES: (a) Normalized to 60 volume percent fiber
(b) All data represent average of three determinations
(c) Owens Coming Glass Roving with 449 size
TABLE 4-V
EFFECT OF TEMPERATUREON MECHANICAL PROPERTIESOF TEST PANELS
FABRICATEDAND TESTED AT COMPOSITESHORIZONS
Average Average Average
Test Flexure Flexure Shear
Temp. Strength Modulus Strength
Panel Material _ MPa (ksi) GPa (msi) MPa (ksi)
Graphite Core RT 1146 (166.2) 137.7 (19.97) 87.6 (12.7)
Fortafil 5A 121 (250) 1168 (169.4) 140.3 (20.35) 58.6 (8.5)
Graphite Shell RT 1045 (151.6) 149.3 (21.66) 89.1 (12.9)
Fortafil 5A 121 (250) 1112 (161.3) 152.6 (22.14) 60.0 (8.7)
S-Glass Cloth RT 773 (112.1) 27.30 (3.96) 68.9 (i0.0)
Shell 121 (250) 533 77.3) 16.54 (2.40) 39.3 (5.7)
Style 6581
Finish G770B
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TABLE 4-VI
P&WA TEST DATA(1) SHOWINGEFFECT OF MOISTUREON ROOM
T_MPERATUREMECHANICALPROPERTIESOF COMPOSITESHORIZONSAND TRW
FABRICATEDPANELS(2)
PanelMaterial FlexuralStrength FlexuralModulus SBSS
MPa GPa MPa
CompositesHorizons Panels (ksi) {msi) (ksi) Moisture w/o(3)
GraphiteCore Dry 1013, 1076, 1096, 1124 140.0, 145.5, 144.8, 153.1 81.4, 63.4, 86.9
Fortafil 5A (147) (156) (159) (163) (20.3--)(21.1)(21.0) (22.2) (11.8) (12.1) (12.6)
Wet 979, 1006,1076, 1124 135.8, 137.9, 140.0, 153.1 73.8, 74.5, 79.3 0.4 - 0.6
(142) (146) (156) (163) (19.7) (20.0) (20.3) (22.2) (10.7) (10.8) (11.5)
Graphite Shell Dry _ 945, 1014 134.4, 144.1, 144.1, 157.2 80.7, 80.7, 79.3, 77.9
Fortafil 5A (135)(137) (147) (19.5) (20.9) (20.9) (22.8) (ii.7) (11.7) (11.5) (11.3)
Wet 855, 924, 924, 979 134.4, 142.0, 143,4, 144.8 52.4, 66.9, 73.1, 77.2 0.6 - 0.9
(124) (134) (134) (142) (19.5) (20.5) (20.8) (21.0) (7.6) (9.7) (i0.6) (11.2)
S-GlassCloth Shell Dry 676, 689, 882, 910 28.9, 29.6, 32.4,33.1 64.1, 65.5, 65.5, 65.5
(98) (100) (128) (132) (4.2_ (4.3) (4.7)(4.8) (9.3_ (9.5) (9.5) (9.5)
Wet 593, 593, 607, 627 28.3, 28.3, 30.3,31.7 57.2,57.9, 58.6, 58.6 0.6 - 0.9
(86)(86) (88) (91) (4.1_ (4.1)(4.4) (4.6) (8.3)(8.4) (8.5) (8.5)
TRW Panels
Graphite Core Dry 917 165 80.0, 80.0
Fortafil 5A (133} (24) (11.6) (11.6)
Wet 958, 1041 158.6, 168.2 66.9, 68.9 0.5
(139) (151) (23.0) (24.4) (9.7)(I0.0)
AS-2 Graphite Shell Dry 2110, 2261 131.0, 148.9 87.6, 93.1
(328) (19.0) (21.6) (12.7) (13.5)
Wet 1903 127.6, 129.6 70.3, 71.7 0.6
(276) (18.5) (18.8) _ (10.4)
S-GlassFiber Shell Dry 1544, 1641 48.3,48.3 68.9, 77.2
(224) (238) (7.0) (7.0) _i0.0) (11.2)
Wet 1454, 1503 53.], 54._ 73.8, 75.2 0.4
(211) (218) _7_) (7.9) (10.7) (10.9)
(I)Minimum data underlinedin each grouping
(2) Panel specimenstested at Pratt & WhitneyAircraft;all panels 2.03 mm (0.080in.) thick
(3) Specimensgained between 0.4 w/o to 0.9 w/o moisture after exposureat 60°c (140OF)/95%RH for 3-4 weeks
Test sectionswere removedfrom the unidirectionalcore of vanes after
fatiguetestingwas completedto comparevane mechanicalpropertiesto
test specimenproperties.No significantdifferencewas noted between
vane and specimencore fiber properties.Specimenpropertiesfrom vanes
which were tested in the wet conditionwere similarto dry vane proper-
ties (Table4-VII).Densityof the vane core sectionwas establishedat
1.50 +0.05 gm/cc (0.054+0.002 ib/in3).
4.1.3 Resin Properties
Resin materials were independently selected by Composites Horizons and
TRW; both were epoxy novalac systems. Vendors selected their systems to
meet the requirementsof their processingapproach.CompositesHorizons
pultruded the unidirectional vane core and fabricated ply prepregs for
the shell,whereas TRW prepreged individualply layers for both the
core and shell. In addition to ease of processing,cured resin materi-
als were required to have excellentresistanceto moisture and experi-
ence no glass transitioneffectswithin the vane operatingtemperature
. range. Good strengthand ductilitywere also required.
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TABLE 4-VII
MECHANICALPROPERTIESOF UNIDIRECTIONALFORTAFIL 5A CORE COMPOSITE
SECTIONSFROM VANES AFTER FATIGUETEST
Vane Vane Flexure Flexure Shear
Serial Test Density Strength(1) Modulus Strength
Number Condition _m/cc MPa (ksi) GPa (msi) MPa (ksi)
CompositesHorizons
30 Dry 1.48 1.50 1055 (153) 147.6 (21.4) 80.0 (11.6)
1.52 1.52 1144 (166) 155.8 (22.6) 88.9 (12.9)
ii Dry 1034 (150) 146.2 (21.2) 88.2 (12.8)
1048 (152) 156.5 (22.7) 88.2 (12.8)
32 Wet 1.51 1.51 827 (120) 143.4 (20.8) 80.7 (11.7)
1.51 1.54 910 (132) 150.3 (21.8) 85.5 (12.4)
TRW
2-003 Dry 1.50 1.50 896 (130) 153.8 (22.3) 83.4 (12.1)
1.51 1.52 1076 (156) 154.4 (22.4) 83.4 (12.1)
2-007 Dry 1.43 1.46 827 (120) 138.6 (20.1) 66.2 ( 9.6)
1.46 1.48 1041 (151) 154.4 (22.4) 68.3 (9.9)
2-008 Wet 1076 (156) 154.4 (22.4) 84.8 (12.3)
1158 (168) 155.1 (22.5) 88.9 (12.9)
(i) Minimumdata underlinedfor each test vendor
Samplesof neat resin material,cut from 0.1 inch thick slabs fabrica-
ted by both vendors,were exposedto 60oc (]40OF),95 percent rela-
tive humidityconditionsfor variousperiodsof time. Glass transition
temperature(Tg),using the Perkin Elmer TMS-] ThermalMechanical
Analyzer in the penetrationmode, was determinedfor increasinglevels
of moisture in both epoxy systems (Table4-VIII).The Tg of both
resin systemsrespondedsimilarlyto moisture gain (Figure4-2).
However, these reductionsin Tg were not expected to affect material
performancesince the lowest wet glass transitiontemperaturewas
higher than the maximum expectedoperatingvane temperatureof 88°C
(190°F).
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" TABLE 4-VIII
EFFECTOF MOISTUREON GLASS TRANSITIONTEMPERATURE
CH 4010 Resin TRW Resin
Composition DEN 438, 50 Parts; DER 331, 50 Parts;
Proprietaryto CompositesHorizons TONOX 60/40, 20 Parts
Moisture,w/o Tg Moisture,w/o Tg
Oc(OF) °C (°m)
Dry 207 (405) Dry 178 (350)
0.8 199 (390) 0.9 171 (340)
1.0 191 (375) 1.0 168 (335)
1.0 188 (370) i.I 165 (330)
1.3 185 (365) 1.2 160 (320)
1.4 185 (365) 1.3 160 (320)
1.6 185 (365) 1.4 160 (320)
1.6 185 (365) 1.5 160 (320)
(420) A COMPOSITESHORIZONSRESIN
O TRWRESIN(400)
w (380)
( 360 /k
z (340)
o 0 0F
(320) 0
(300)5
/k COMPOSITESHOR_ONS RESIN(28o
©TRWRESIN
I I I I(260 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
MOISTURECONTENT- WEIGHT PERCENT
Figure 4-2 Effect of Moisture on Glass Transition Temperature
" of Epoxy Novalac Resin Systems
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A comparison was made of glass transition temperatures for neat resin
samples exuded from the vane molds during fabrication, composite panels
and composite vane sections in dry and wet conditions (Table 4-IX). The
exuded resin from ten Composites Horizons vanes showed good glass
transition temperature reproducibility and excellent agreement with
neat resin test specimen data reported above. Introduction of ].3 to
1.6 weight percent moisture in the neat exuded resin resulted _n a drop
of Tg to 185°C (365OF). Additional tests were performed by evalu-
ating a moisture level of 0.6 to 0.8 w/o in composite panels as repre-
sentative equilibrium moisture expected in a typical JT9D composite
vane after six months of service operation. Data indicated a small
decrease in glass transition temperature from 207oc (405OF) to
188°C (370°F) for these conditions. Evaluation of sections cut from
composite vanes indicated that glass transition measurements can be
made on either the composite material or exuded resin and provide iden-
tical results. Evaluation of penetration mode expansion curves used to
obtain glass transition temperature revealed an increase in expansion
characteristics of the wet composite near the boiling point of water
(Figure 4-3). However, neither the minimum wet glass transition temper-
ature of ]85Oc _365OF) nor the expansion increase due to moisture
at 100°C (212°F) are expected to affect vane mechanical properties
at maximum operating temperature of 88Oc (190OF).
TABLE 4-IX
EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE OF
CH 4010 NEAT RESIN AND COMPOSITES HORIZONS VANES/PANELS
Exuded Resin Composite Panel Composite Vanes
Vane or Panel Dry Wet(l) Dry Wet (2) Dry
serial_ber _ _ _ _ oC ioFl
All Graphite Component:
Vanes 30 207 (405) 202(395), 210(410)
32 210 (410) 207 (405)
34 207 (405), 204(400), 204(400)
35 204 (400) 207 (405)
36 210 (410) 207 (405)
Pre-Core Resin 9, 16 202 (395) 199 (390)
202 (395)
Panel-ShellResin 7, ii 202 (395) 188 (370)
207 (405) 207 (405)
Glass-GraphiteCommosite:
Vanes 7 204 (400) 207 (405)
8 199 (390) 207 (405)
9 207 (405) 185 (365) 204 (400)
ii 204 (400)
12 204 (400) 207 (405)
Panel-ShellResin 3, 12 202 (395) 196 (385)
204 (400) 207 (405)
(1)1.3- 1.6 w/o moisture
(2)0.6 - 0.8 w/o moisture
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Figure 4-3 ThermomechanicalTrace of CompositeHorizonsNeat
Resin and CompositePanels
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Characteristic infrared spectra were obtained for each of the resin
formulations for potential use in raw material process control testing.
The spectra signatures confirm the similarities of the candidate epoxy
novalac systems (Figure 4-4). Only one different peak grouping, in the
1105 to 1145 cm-I frequency range, was noted for CH resin and not for
the TRW selected resin. This peak grouping can be related to the
presence of an aromatic sulfone (S-O stretch). Aromatic sulfones in
epoxy novalac systems contribute to higher glass transition tempera-
tures.
Neat resin mechanical properties were obtained from cast slabs fabrica-
ted by both vendors and tested by P&WA. The data confirmed the similar
characteristics of both resin systems (Table 4-X).
The mechanical and physical property data obtained during material
acceptance and characterization testing and earlier data were used to
establish a model specification (PWA ]25) for graphite fiber epoxy
composite materials. The model specification is presented in Appendix A.
TABLE 4-X
NEAT EPOXY RESIN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*
Ultimate Tensile Modulus Elon@ation,%
MPa (ksi) GPa (msi)
Tested by Tested by Tested by
P&WA TRW P&WA TRW P&WA TRW
Specimen
Fabricator
Composites 86.2 (12.5) 3.86 (0.56) 3.6
Horizons 68.9 (i0.0) 3.86 (0.56) 2.5
73.8 (10.7) 3.58 (0.52) 2.6
TRW 89.6 (13.0) 89.6 (13.0) 3.58 (0.52) 3.52 (0.51) 3.9 4.8
65.5 (9.5) 84.1 (12.2) 3.58 (0.52) 3.24 (0.47) 2.7 3.7
51.0 (7.4) 68.9 (i0.0) 3.45 (0.50) 3.58 (0.52) 1.7 2.6
54.5 (7.9) 3.58 (0.52) 2.0
*Specimen size 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) gage length; 0.95 cm (0.375 in.) wide; 2.8 mm
(0.ii0 in.) thick
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Figure 4-4 Infrared Analysisof TI_7and CompositesHorizons
Resin Systems
t_
4.2 VANE FABRICATION
4.2.1 Introduction
Two vane fabricators were selected based on their previous manufactur-
ing experience with composite fan exit guide vanes. Each fabricator,
Composites Horizons and TRW, delivered a total of 13 vanes to Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft for evaluation. The first vane delivered by each
vendor confirmed the dimensional requirements for part fabrication and
demonstrated composite microstructure quality. Slight dimensional
deviations noted for the TRW fabricated vanes were not sufficient to
affect the results of the materials, processing or structural evalua-
tion programs. After approval of the fabrication procedure, two vanes
representing the candidate material and ply lay-up from each vendor
were fabricated with intentional flaws of various types and sizes at
different locations. These flawed vanes were subjected to a variety of
nondestructive inspection techniques by both vendors and P&WA to deter-
mine inspection sensitivity levels. The remaining ten vanes from each
vendor were fabricated in two groups of five for each material ply
lay-up selected. Parts were inspected and sent to Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft for pre-test analysis, fatigue test and post-test inspection.
Each fabricator, at the conclusion of the program, submitted a projec-
ted price estimate for lots of 1000 vanes/month.
Both Composites Horizons and TRW used compression molding tooling and
processing to fabricate parts for the subject program. Unidirectional
fiber and cloth test panels were fabricated and evaluated for each
batch of fiber and for each batch of resin used for vane fabrication.
Results of these panel properties were presented in Section 4.].
The 13 vanes prepared by each vendor were fabricated in the following
sequence. The first vane made confirmed the airfoil dimensional and
composite microstructure requirements; second and third vanes were made
representing the two material and ply lay-up configurations with inten-
tional flaws for nondestructive testing; vanes 4 through 13 were fabri-
cated to represent the two candidate configurations of five vanes each
from each vendor.
4.2.2 Vane Material Selection
Each vendor used a common vane core material, Fortafil 5A. Four differ-
ent shell materials were selected; two by each vendor. Ply lay-up
procedures, fiber orientation and resin systems were varied between
vendors. Details of these vane fabrication variables are shown in
Tables 4-XI.
Broadgoods at TRW to be used for core and shell construction were
fabricated on a 152 cm (5 ft) long by 152 cm (5 ft) diameter drum and
prepregged with a measured resin mixture of DEN 438, DER 331 and TONOX
60/40. similarly, broadgoods at Composites Horizons for shell construc-
tion only were fabricated on a 91.4 cm (3 ft) diameter drum and
prepregged with CH 4010 epoxy novalac formulated by Composites Horizons.
4O
TABLE 4-XI
VANE FABRICATION VARIABLES
Core Shell Fiber Cure
Vendor Material Material Orientation Resin Conditions
Composites
Horizons
Pultruded Fortafil 5A +35,-35,-35,+35 CH 4010 Proprietary
Fortafil 5A Prepreg Plies (4 plies)
Pultruded S-glass cloth +45
Fortafil 5A Style 6581 _2 plies)
TRW
Ply prepreg AS-2 Graphite +30,-30,+30,-30
Fortafil 5A Prepreg plies (4 plies) DEN 438 2 Hrs at 149°C
+ (300°F) +
Ply prepreg Owens Corning $2 _+45 DER 331 16 Hrs at 154°C
Fortafil 5A Glass Roving + (310°F)
with 449 Size (2 plies) TONOX
60/40
4.2.3 Vane FabricationSequence
After materialsacceptance,graphite fibers for the core sectionof
vanes to be fabricatedby CompositesHorizonswere prepreggedby
pultrusionthrougha liquid resin bath (Figure4-5). The pultruded
unidirectionalcore was then preformedto airfoil shape cut to length
and laid up with either four 0.13 mm (0.005inch) thick cross ply
shellsof prepreggedgraphite or two 0.25 mm (0.030inch thick)cross
ply shells of prepreggedglass. A 0.25 mm (0.010in.) thick AMS 4015
aluminumleadingedge (Figure4-6) was includedin the one step
compressionmoldingoperationin a resistanceheated tool (Figure4-7).
The TRW compositepart was fabricatedby layingup the unidirectional
core fiber and the cross-plyshell fibers,as shown in Figure 4-8, and
foldingthe "B" stagedply assemblyalong the trailingedge sectionto
form the airfoil.An aluminumleadingedge was then placed over the
leadingedge sectionof the uncuredvane. The assemblywas placed in a
resistenceheated mold for bonding (Figure4-9). A summaryof the vane
fabricationsequence for CompositeHorizonsand TRW parts is shown in
Figure 4-10 and 4-11. Details of fabricationsteps are presentedin
AppendixB.
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ROLLS OF GRAPHITE FIBER
ON CREEL SPINDLES
,, • _; ,PREHEATED RESIN BATH
VANE SHAPED PREHEATED DIE
Figure 4-5 CompositesHorizons PultrusionEquipment
• FOUR SHELL PLIES (-+35 ° )
• PULTRUDED UNIDIRECTIONAL CORE
_ ........ • ALUMINUM LEADING EDGE SHEATH
Figure 4-6 Composites Horizons Graphite/Epoxy Vane Composites
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Figure 4-7 Composites Horizons Vane Molding Tool and Press
TWO DISCONTINUOUS
CROSS PLIES (-+ 30°) TWO CONTINUOUS WRAP AROUND
{_+30°)-CROSS PLIES
_5 UNIDIRECTIONAL PLIES
I
l ,
TRAILING EDGE
TWO DISCONTINUOUS
CROSS PLIES
Figure 4-8 Elongated View of TI_WVane Ply Layup Sequence
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Figure 4-9 TI_ Mold and Composite Fan Exit Guide Vane
Vanes were identified by vendors using the following serial number
system.
Vendor Material Part Function S/N
Composites Horizons All Graphite Tool Trial 28
NDI 4
Fatigue Test 30
32
34
35
36
Fiberglass/ NDI 1
Graph ite
Fatigue Test 7
8
9
]i
12
TRW All Graphite Too1 Trial 1-00A
NDI 1-001
Fatigue Test ]-003
1-004
1-006
1-008
3-0011
Fiberglass/ NDI 2-00]
Graphite
Fatigue Test 2-002
2-003
2-007
2-005
2-008
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FIBER
(SOURCE) _-_(4) IMPREGNATEIN (5) CUT TO (6) STORE/ PULTRUSION RIG LENGTH(2) RESIN COMPONENTS--(3) MIX_
(SOURCE-CHEMICAL
IDENTIFICATION)
• Measure ingredients "Viscosity ,Weight •Temperature
• Storage • Temperature •Resin content •Time
• Temperature 'Time of contact
•Core cross section area
•Pull force
BROADGOODS MANUFACTURE CH
(7) FIBER--(8) WIND ON DRUM_
(SOURCE-CHEMICALIDENTIFICAT ION) k
• Angle /_(Ii) IMPREGNATIONs(12) CUT INTO (13) STORE
• Rate of wind / SHELL
• Tension /
• Uniformity / ,Quantity •Dimension •Temperature/ • Viscosity "Peel test of panel "Time• Weight(8) RESIN--(IO) MIX
(AS ABOVE)
(SOURCE-CHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION)
(14) SIZE CORE--(15) LAYUP PREFORM_(16) MOLDVANE--(17) TRIM & CLEAN_(18) POLYURETHANE
(WEIGHT) COATING
• Dimensions •Temperature •Dimension •Pressure
• Fit •Pressure • Surface • Temperature
• Weight •Time cleanliness • Time
• Dimension
• Resin flow Coating:
characteristics Thickness
Continuity
Smoothness
NDI DESTRUCTIVETESTS
Spring Rate (Torsional & Bending) Core Mechanicals
Dimensional Fiber Volume
Peel Test Peel Test
Visual (Blisters & Irregularities) Mi_ostructural Analysis
X-Ray
Figure 4-10 CompositesHorizonsFan Exit Guide Vane Fabrication
Sequence
4.2.4 EconomicAnalysis
Both vendorswere asked to submitproductionfabricationprice esti-
mates for all four material/designconfigurationvanes at the conclu-
sion of their technicaleffort.Projectionswere requestedon the basis
of deliveryof 1000 vanes/monthstartingin 1979. Compositepart price
informationwas compared to currentaluminum fan exit guide vane pric-
ing. A summaryof comparativepricing is tabulatedbelow. Composite
parts are priced from 1.7 to 3.3 times aluminumdependingon vendor,
vane material and productiondate. The increasedprice for composites
compared to aluminum is considereda favorableprice to weight trade
for advancedmaterials in gas turbineengines.
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(1) Fiber Source
(4) Wind on Drum _(5) Impregnation
• angle •quantity
(3) Mix ,rate of wind •viscosity(2) Resin Components •tension
(Source-Commercial) ,uniformity
(6) Cut into Broadgoods_(7) Assembly - (8) Mold
• stage •cut plies per map •install preform
• store • assemble vane in mold with
halves on convex peel plies
tool
• join preform halves •cure at 0.69 MPa
• assemble outer (100 psi)/150oc
shell plies and (302°F)/2 hrswrap aroundtrailing
edge ,remove and deflash
• assemble leading edge
and trailing edge
radius forming insert
(9) Post-Cure • (10) Polyrurethane Coating
16 hrs/155°C(311OF) ,sand surface with 400 grit paper
• solvent wipe
• apply adhesive spray
• apply poJyurethane film
• trim to butt joint on concave side
• vacuum bag
• oven bond (I hr/150°C(302OF)/1 atm)
Figure 4-11 TRW Fan Exit Guide Vane FabricationSequence
RATIO OF COMPOSITEALUMINUMVANE PRICE
Vendor A Vendor B {2)
1979 Delivery 1980 Delivery{]) 1980 Delivery
Aluminum 1 ] ]
All Graphite 3.3 2.6 2.0
Glass/Graphite 3.0 2.3 1.7
iAdditionalequipmentto improveproductionefficiency
2VendorB would not be ready to deliverproductionparts in ]979 at
competitiveprices withoutplant equipmentchange;1980 prices reflect
incorporationof those changes.
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4.3 INSPECTIONOF FABRICATEDVANES
4.3.1 DimensionalRequirementsand Weight Control
Both vendorsmanufacturedcompositevanes using nonmetallic"soft"
tooling.CompositesHorizons fabricatedtheir tool fromblueprints (P/N
762788)suppliedby Pratt & WhitneyAircraft.TRW fabricateda tool by
referencingdimensionson a compositepart furnishedby Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft.Dimensionalreadingsat a minimumof three vane sections
(Table4-XII)were obtainedon typicalCH and TRW vanes for chord
length "M" (Figure4-12).Although some tolerancevariationdid exist,
the effect of these deviationson structuralintegritywere considered
insignificant.The largesttolerancevariationwas less than 2.54 mm
(0.i in.) reducedchord dimensionat midchordon the TRW vane. This
reducedsectiondimensionwas due to the compoundingof tolerance
losses when TRW made their mold from part dimensionsrather than from
blueprints.The narrowermidchordsectionof the TRW vane resultedin a
slight inwardbow at the trailingedge midspan.This caused some fiber
lay-upproblemswhich in turn were seen radiographicallyas wrinkling
of shell wrappedfiber near the trailingedge. However,regardlessof
the dimensionaland processproblems there was no apparenteffect on
the fatiguestrain capabilityof the part as describedin section
5.1.4.No significantvariationswere detected in leadingor trailing
edge radius when comparedto blueprintrequirements.
Chordalvane thicknessand shell thickness,at four positions (A-D)
from trailingedge to leadingedge (Figure4-12), were obtainedby
microexaminationfor each uniformcross sectionvane design.A tabula-
tion of these data are presentedin Table 4-XIII.
TABLE 4-XII
COMPARISON OF CHORD LENGTH "M" OF MANUFACTURED VANES
TO BLUEPRINT REQUIREMENTS
Typical Vane
Blueprint Requirement, Actual cm (inches)
Span Section cm (inches) TRW CH
Inboard 9.157 +0.076 9.062 9.073m
(3.605 _0.030) (3.568) (3.572)
Mid-Airfoil 9.157 +0.076 8.910 9.182
(3.605_0.030) (3.508) (3.615)
Outboard 9.166 + 0.076,0.127 9.037 9.182
(3.609_ 0.030,0.050) (3.558) (3.615)
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DIMENSIONS:mm (in.)
TER = Trailing Edge Radius
TER MAX1.57 (.0.062}
I _ MIN 1.14 (0.045)
3.2 (.125)
B_23 (.9)-
46(I
C\_'_ 61 (2.4)
D
M(_MAXLENGTH)
Figure 4-12 Typical Airfoil Section
TABLE 4 X-Ill
COMPARISON OF SHELL FIBER THICKNESS TO TOTAL
VANE THICKNESS AT FOUR CHORDAL VANE SECTIONS
Vane Shell Chordal Vane Section Thickness
Configuration Orientation/ mm (mils)
Core/Shell Modulus Nuanber of Plies A B C D
138 GPa/138 GPa
Total 2.08(82) 3.45(136) 4.76(187) 4.67(185)
Shell +35,-35,-35,+35/4 plies 0.49(19) 0.46(18) 0.49(19) 0.46(18)
138 GPa/124 GPa
Total 2.16(85) 3.48(137) 4.9(193) 4.89(193)
Shell +30,-30,+30,-30/4 plies 0.36(14) 0.43(17) 0.46(18) 0.48(19)
138 GPa/48 GPa
Total 2.44(96) 3.70(146) 5.03(198) 5.0(197)
Shell +45,-45/2 plies 0.58(23) 0.56(22) 0.58(23) 0.59(23)
138 GPa/28GPa
Total 2.13(84) 3.63(143) 4.93(194) 4.81(190)
Shell +45,-45/2 plies 0.33(13) 0.41(16) 0.43(17) 0.43(17)
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In addition to dimensionalanalysis each vane was weighedas a further
indicatorof qualitycontrol (Table4-XIV).CompositesHorizonsvanes
exhibitedless weight scatterthan TRW vanes. The range of weight vari-
ation of CompositesHorizonsgraphiteand fiberglass-graphite/epoxy
vanes was 3.6 percent and 2.5 percent,respectively.Comparisonof the
averageweight of a graphite/epoxyvane 280 gms (0.617ibs) to an
aluminumvane 533 gms (1.174ibs) of similargeometry indicateda
differenceof 253 gms (0.557ibs). For an enginewith 96 vanes weight
saving of compositematerialsover aluminumwas 24.2 kg (53 ibs).
4.3.2 NondestructiveEvaluation
The objectiveof the nondestructiveinspection(NDI)and evaluation
portionof the program was to determinedetectionsensitivityfor
various size and shape flaws locatedin differentsectionsof the
airfoil by using currentlyavailableinspectiontechniques.This base-
line of flaw detectionsensitivitywas establishedby intentionally
introducingflaws into four airfoilswhich representeddifferentmater-
ials, ply lay-ups,and vendor fabricationtechniques.The balanceof
sound vanes fabricatedin the program were then inspectedprior to and
after fatiguetestingand nondestructivetest resultswere comparedto
data obtainedfrom the NDI standardvanes.
TABLE _-XIV
VANE WEIGHT, gms
Composite Horizons
Vanes TRW Vanes
Serial Weight Serial Weight
Number _ms Number @ms
All Graphite
30 278 1-003 286
32 282 1-004 285
34 279 1-006 294
35 284 1-008 298
36 274 1-011 307
Avg. 280 294
Glass Shell/Graphite
Core
7 280 2-002 306
8 288 2-003 303
9 284 2-005 322
- ii 283 2-007 331
12 290 2-008 316
Avg 285 316
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Each vane manufacturerwas presentedwith a similarplan as to the
general location,type and size of defect which should be intentionally
introduced_n each of their two candidatevane configurations.The
methodsby which flaws were introducedvaried and reflectedeach
vendors'prior compositeexperience.Flaws were categorizedin the
followingway:
I. porosity/inclusions
2. core to shell disbonds,delamination
3. misalignedplys
4. resin-richareas
5. core matrix cracking
For the most part, flaw patterns introducedby CompositesHorizons and
TRW were repeatedon both sides of each vane midspan so as to evaluate
inspectionsensitivityunder uncoatedand polyurethanecoated condi-
tions.Schematicdiagrams showingflaw types and locationare _llustra-
ted in Figures4-13 and 4-14. Some foreignnonmetallicmaterials,
teflon,glass microspheresand syntacticfoam were introducedto simu-
late intentionallyflawed regions.However,wheneverpossible,efforts
were made to introduceflaws withoutforeignmaterial.
UNCOATED URETHANE COATED
f Af
"_ _ 'L LEADING EDGE
.......
_----",.3.1__ , '!, .--5_-
_-10 8 _ _1o
CORE DEFECTS SHELL DEFECTS
1. MATRIX CRACKING 7. PLY GAP
2. FIBER CUT 8. POROSITY
3. RESIN POOL 9. FIBERMISALIGNMENT
4. MISALIGNED FIBERS 10. T.E.POROSITY/INCLUSION
CORE/SHELL DEFECTS 11. POLYURETHANE COATING TRANSITION
5. DISBOND
6. RESIN POOL
Figure 4-13 CompositesHorizonsDefect Vane Flaw Locationand
IdentificationMap
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5. TRAILING EDGE POROSITY 10. UNIFORM FINE POROSITY THROUGHOUT CORE
Figure 4-14 TI_4Defect Vane Flaw Locationand IdentificationMap
Defects were furthergroupedfor catalogingbased on their locationat
either the core, core/shellinterfaceor shell.NDI standardvanes
fabricatedby CompositesHorizons containeddefects introducedwithout,
for the most part, foreignmaterial.TRW's NDI standardvanes incorpor-
ated more foreignmaterial to establishflawed areas. In addition,
severalvariationsin qualitywhich were not planned for these vanes
were detectable.These deviationsare tabulatedin a subsequentportion
of the text.
Vane physicalpropertiesand part shape were consideredin selecting
NDI techniquesthat would providemaximum inspectionsensitivity.The
differencesbetween fiberglassand graphiteshell materialand the
presenceof polyurethanecoatingwere also considered.Inspection
- sensitivitylevelswere of interestfor flaws such as porosity,delam-
inationor disbonds,misalignedplys, resin-richareas and core matrix
cracking.From past experienceat P&WA and other work reported,a
• summarywas compiled that identifiedinspectionmethodsbest suited for
particulardefects (Table4-XV).
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TABLE 4-XV
CANDIDATE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
Defect NDI Techniques for Nonmetallic Composites
Porosity low voltage X-ray, ultrasonics, eddy current
Delamination/disbonds ultrasonics, holography, acoustic emission
Misaligned plys low voltage X-ray
Resin-rich areas low voltage X-ray
Cracking low voltage X-ray_ acoustic emission, eddy
current
Holography, eddy current and acoustic emission were eliminated as
multipurpose flaw detection inspection techniques. Holography was not
chosen for evaluation because of its limited sensitivity to small
defects located more than 5 mm (0.2 in.) below the surface. The varia-
tion in vane thickness and occasiona! transition of material density
along the chordal and spanwise direction of the airfoil precluded the
effective use of state-of-the-art eddy current techniques for locating
cracks and delamination. Acoustic emission was not selected due to the
considerable effort required to correlate output signals to size, loca-
tion and flaw type.
Ultrasonic "C" scan and low voltage radiography appeared to offer the
most promise and were selected for further evaluation of intentionally
flawed vanes. Ultrasonic "C" scan has been proven effective for detect-
ing porosity and disbond/delamination. For the composite fan exit guide
vane, pulse-echo ultrasonic "C" scan inspection was not considered
since the presence of fiberglass, graphite and polyurethane interfaces
would tend to scatter pulsed sound and result in interpretation diffi-
culty. However, through tramission ultrasonic "C" scan techniques are
not significantly influenced by extraneous reflections. This ultrasonic
technique and low voltage radiography were the final candidates selec-
ted to evaluate all four types of intentionally flawed vanes.
Prior to ultrasonic and radiographic inspection, vanes were visually
inspected. Visual inspection revealed a number of intentionally placed
flaws which were close to the vane surface. Observation of Composites
Horizons' graphite NDI vane revealed what appeared to be the 2.54 cm (i
in.) diameter resin-rich area on the concave surface and porosity at
the trailing edge (Figure 4-15). Inspection of the Composites Horizons'
hybrid glass shell/graphite core vane also revealed the resin-rich area
on the concave surface and the presence of two teflon inserts between
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the core and shell at either end of the vane as well as a densityvari-
ation at the trailingedge (Figure4-16).visual examinationof the all
graphiteTRW vane showed a tool line 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) from and paral-
lel to the trailingedge (Figure4-17). This was caused by an insert
used to shape the trailingedge during molding.The effect was visible
on concave and convex vane surfacesin both uncoatedand polyurethane
coated condition.Foreignmaterial,representedby teflon to promote
disbondsof 0.64 cm (0.25in.) and 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) diameterat the
shell to polyurethanecoating,was observedon the convex surface.
Visual inspectionof the hybrid glass shell/graphitecore vane showed
essentiallyall of the shell and shell to core locatedcontaminants
(Figure4-18).As anticipated,materialcontaminantsand deviationsare
more visible in the hybrid glass shell/graphitecore material than in
the all graphitepart. Severalproblemswere encounteredby TRW during
fabricationof NDI vanes. The spacingand size of intentionaldefects
at the trailingedge did not providesufficientsound area around each
flaw. Consequently,the trailingedge area not only had intentional
flaws but also experienceddisbondsin regionssurroundingintentional
flaws.Tap testingat the trailingedge confirmedgross disbonding. NDI
inspectionof this vane providedquestionableresultsdue to the over-
lap of flaws.
Immersionultrasonic"C" scan inspectionwas conductedusing a through
tranmissionsystemwith a 1.27 cm (0.5in.) diameter,2.0 MHz focused
transmitterand a 2.54 cm (i.0 in.)diameter,2.0 MHz receiver.The
part was scannedin the spanwisedirectionin 1.52 mm (0.06in.) incre-
ments at 30.5 cm/sec (i ft/sec.).The transmittingcrystalwas main-
tained 2 inchesfrom the concavesurfaceof the vane and held reasonab-
ly normal (_5O) to the vane for the more criticalmidchordto trail-
ing edge section;receivercrystalwas 1.27 cm (0.5in.) from the vane.
Signal thresholdwas varied from 8 to 28 db relativeto water path
attenuationbetween transducers.The most definitive"C" scan display
obtained identifiedthe teflon insertbetweenthe core and shell and
core matrix crackingof the all graphitevane (Figure4-19). This tech-
nique did not reveal any of the other intentionalflaws in Composites
Horizons'fabricatedvanes. It is expectedthat some improvementin
sensitivitycould be achievedby maintainingthe crystalsmore normal
to the inspectionsurface.However,the lens effectsof the concave and
convex vane surfacesand changing thicknessfrom midchord to trailing
edge will result in continuingchangesin focal point and attenuation
and therebylimit inspectionsensitivity.Inspectionof the remaining
three vanes showed similarlimitationsin signalprintout.To optimize
this system for inspectionwould requirea controlledmechanicalproce-
dure to maintain transmittingand receivingcrystals normal to and
equidistantfrom inspectionsurfaces.Time and fundingwere not avail-
able to pursue this approach.Primaryemphasisduring the inspection
. programwas, therefore,placed on low voltageX-ray; all of the stand-
ard and fatiguetestedvanes were inspectedusing this technique.
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Radiographic inspection was performed with an X-ray tube voltage of 16
KV and a current of 3 milliampers using Kodak "M" film with no lead
screen and exposed 3 to 5 minutes; target to film distance was 21
inches. Radiographic inspection of the four NDI vanes revealed a consi-
derable number of the intentionally placed defects (Figures 4-20, 4-21,
4-22, and 4-23). Evaluation of the Composites Horizons' all graphite
part using a combination of visual and x-ray examination revealed that
eight of the eleven known defects were detectable; for the hybrid glass
shell/graphite core vane nine of eleven variations were detectable.
Examination of TRW all graphite parts by visual inspection and radio-
graphy revealed five of nine flaws were detectable; for the hybrid
glass shell/graphite core vane eight of ten types of flaws were detect-
able. Table 4-XVI summarizes flaw materials used, flaw size and detec-
tion capability by low voltage X-ray and visual examination for both
all graphite and hybrid glass graphite vanes. In conclusion the combin-
ation of visual inspection and low voltage radiography was effective in
detecting most of the intentional and unintentionally introduced flaws
in NDI vanes.
4.3.3 Microscopic Examination
Microstructure examination of pretest vanes was performed to evaluate
porosity, ply lay-up, fiber/resin homogeneity and fiber continuity at
trailing and leading edges of the airfoil. Vanes were sectioned for
microscopic examination by removing a 0.95 cm (0.375 in.) section from
the end of the vane. Vanes were sectioned again after fatigue test in a
region away from the failure site to confirm earlier microscopic exam-
ination.
Several microstructural differences were noted when comparing TRW fab-
ricated parts to Composites Horizons parts. The most pronounced differ-
ence was noted in the level of porosity. Composites Horizons parts as
typified by Figures 4-24 and 4-25 displayed no significant porosity
whereas TRW parts (Figures 4-26 and 4-27) showed considerable porosity
which was more intense at the leading edge than the trailing edge. This
variation was expected since Composites Horizons had more fabrication
experience than TRW prior to the subject program. Fatigue test results
which are reported in Section 5 indicated no differences in durability
between vanes fabricated by either vendor. Another variation in fabri-
cation detail was visible in trailing edge structure. Composites Hori-
zons vanes incorporated a total of either four layers of graphite shell
fiber or two layers of glass cloth all of which were wrapped around the
trailing edge (Figures 4-24 and 4-25). During the molding process sev-
eral of the layers on some graphite shell parts and both layers on the
glass cloth part were partially exuded out of the trailing edge mold
parting line. Apparently this partial loss of fiber material did not
o affect fatigueproperties.TRW chose to avoid this potentialproblem by
placing a thin 0.05 mm (0.002inch) trailingedge shaped aluminum
sleeve at the partingline in the mold cavity to prevent fiber from
_ being forced out of the mold at that locationduringpressing.The TRW
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parts were fabricatedwith four graphiteor two fiberglassshell ply
layers;however,the two innermostgraphiteply layers were cut at the
trailingedge prior to lay-up to prevent fiber kinkingand fabrication
problemswhich might occur in bendingthe shell around the trailing
edge radius.Differenceswere also observed in position of shell fiber
terminationat the rear edge of the leadingedge aluminumshroud.
Microsectionsof four typicalparts indicateda variationof fiber
terminationposition.This regionof the vane is not highly stressed
and fiber positiondid not appear to be critical.A summaryof these
differencesis presentedbelow (Table4-XVII).
High magnificationdocumentationis presentedfor each of the four vane
configurationsat the shell to core interfacezone. Details visibleare
i) fibershapein the vane shell and core, 2) resin/fiberdistribution
in the shell, 3) the transitionzone of shell to core and 4) shell to
polyurethanefilm interface (Figures4-28 and 4-29).
TABLE 4-XVII
MICROSTRUCTURALFEATURESOF VANES
CompositesHorizons TRW
All Graphite Glass-Graphite All Graphite Glass-Graphite
Porosity Nil Nil Light to Heavy(l)
Shell Fiber Continuity Good Fair Good Good
at TrailingEdge
Shell ThicknessControl Good Good Good Fair
Shell Blendingat Good Good Good Fair
LeadingEdge Sheath
Fiber Homogeneity Good Good Good Good
(1)Porositymore concentratedin early fabricatedvanes and at ends of part.
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TABLE 4-XVI
DETECTABILITY OF FLAWS IN NDI VANES
Glass-Graphite
Graphite Vane Vane
Radio- Radio-
Flaw Material/Size graphy Visual graphy Visual
COMPOSITES HORIZONS' VANES
Core Defects
i. Matrix Cracking Mold Release/0.25 nln Yes No No No
2. Fibers Cut - /0.25 r_n Yes No Yes No
3. Resin Pool Neat Resin/1.2 cm No No Yes No
4. Misaligned Fibers Yes No Yes No
Core/Shell Defects
5. Disbond Teflon/2.5 cm Yes No Yes Yes
6. Resin Pool Neat Resin/2.5 cm Yes Yes Yes Yes
Shell Defects
7. Ply Gap No No Yes Yes
8. Porosity Syntactic Foam Yes Yes No No
9. Fiber Misalignment No No Yes Yes
10. Trailing Edge Porosity
/Inclusion Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ii. Polyurethane Coating
Transition Yes Yes Yes Yes
TRW VANES
Core Defects
I. Matrix Cracking Teflon/0.25 _ml Yes No Yes No
2. Resin Pool Neat Resin/0.13 mm No No No No
Core/Shell Defects
3. Disbond Teflon/O.13 mm Yes No No Yes
4. Resin Pool Neat Resin/0.13 mm No No Possibly Yes
5. Trailing Edge Porosity Syntactic Foam/ Yes No Yes Yes
0.25 mm thick
Shell Defects
6. Delamination Teflon/O.013 n_n Yes Yes No Yes
7. Delamination at Poly- Teflon/0.013 ram Yes Yes No Yes
urethane Interface
Unintentional Flaws
8. Kinked Shell Fiber No No Yes Yes
9. Delamination at core/ - - Yes(1) Yes(1)
shell interface
10. Uniform fine porosity No No No No
throughout core
(1)Tap test and changing surface contour
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 VANE BENCH TESTING
5.1.1 Test Approach
In addition to nondestructiveinspectionof the intentionallydefective
and sound vanes, each sound vane was testedsequentiallyin both static
bendingand torsionto determinepart stiffnessand processingquality.
Subsequentto stiffnesstesting,each part was either environmentally
conditionedor retainedin the as-fabricatedconditionfor fatigue
testing.For the twentyvanes of four differentmaterial/plylay-ups,
three of each group of five were tested in the as-fabricatedcondition
and two of five were testedwarm 60°C _I40°F)and wet (0.6-0.8
weight percentmoisture).Post-testevaluationconsistedof visual
inspection,nondestructiveevaluationand microscopicexamination.
5.1.2 StaticMechanicalTests
To determinebending springrate,each vane was supportedon the convex
surfaceby two contouredknife edges located39.9 cm (]5.7 in.) apart.
A uniformpressure load was appliedto a 37.3 cm (14.7 in.) span of the
vane concave surfacewith an air bladder (Figure5-1). Each vane was
loaded in 6.5 kPa (ipsig) incrementsover the range of 13 kPa (2psig)
to 40 kPa (6psig). Dial indicatorswere used to measurevane midspan
deflectionat LE, midchord and TE. One vane of each of the four types
was instrumentedwith a radially (spandirection)oriented].57 mm
(0.062in.) grid strain gage on the midspanconvex surface,2.5 mm
(0.100in.) forwardof the TE. One each of the two types of TRW vanes
had a total of fourteen (14)strain gages placed on the airfoilconcave
surfaceas shown in Figure 5-2. Average bendingstiffnessof graphite
core/graphiteshell vanes varied between0.404-0.421MN/M (2305-2403
ib/in) and was 5-10 percenthigher thangraphite core/glassshell vanes
(Table5-I). Vane bending stiffnessfor all four configurationsexcee-
ded establishedrequirements.
Trailing edge strainmeasurementsmade during test in the bending
springraterig were used to determinethe static strain level to be set
for fatiguetesting.Vanes tested in an earlierprogramhad been simi-
larly strain gaged, springrateand engine tested,therebyprovidinga
calibratedstatic test. Measured trailingedge static strain of
-1750_e was selectedas typicalaverageengine level strain for all
four vane configurations.
Torsion springratewas determinedby clamping the vane OD end into a
fixed supportthat was contouredto match the vane airfoilshape. A
torqueingbar was fixturedvia a contouredclamp at the opposite end of
the vane (Figure5-3). Incrementsof 2.28 kg (5 ibs) dead weight loads
were appliedvia a pulley system to each end of the 0.30 m (12 in.)
torque bar for a total torqueof 6.8 M-N (60 inch-lb).Tangential
deflectionsat both ends of the torqueingbar were measuredwith dial
indicators.Torsionalstiffnessof the four vane material/designconfi-
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gurations spanned the range from 0.99 to 2.38 M.N/deg (8.7 to 21.1 in.
lb/deg.). Comparison of the bending and torsion stiffness data for the
most severly defected NOI vane (S/N 2-001) to sound companion vanes of
the same material/configuration showed these tests to have no merit in
detecting flaws introduced in this program.
Figure 5-1
Figure 5-2
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Vane Bending Spring Rate Fix~ure for Application of
Bending Load to Vane.
NOTES:
I. CONTROL GAGE AT LOCATION 1 ON VANE CONCAVE SURFACE
II. GAGE LOCATIONS 1 THROUGH 10 USED TO DESCRIBE
CHOROWISE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION ON CONCAVE SURFACE
III. BACK-TO-BACK GAGES AT LOCATIONS 11 THROUGH 14
USED TO CHECK STRAINS AT END SUPPORTS
IV. THERMOCOUPLE ON CONCAVE ANO CONVEX SlOES
Fan Exit Guide Vane Strain Gage and Thermocouple
Locations
TABLE 5-I
VANE BENDING STIFFNESSTEST RESULTS
Vane KTorsion KBend
Serial M-N/Deg MN/M
Number (in. ]b/de@) (ib/in)
COMPOSITESHORIZONS
F-5A Core
F-5A Shell (+35°)
Tool Trial 2.56 (22.7) 0.392 (2240)
NDI Vane 4 2.16 (19.1) 0.388 (2216)
FatigueTest Vanes 30 2.27 (20.1) 0.402 (2301)
34 2.45 (21.7) 0.403 (2301)
36 2.30 (20.4) 0.398 (2276)
32 2.46 (21.8) 0.414 (2365)
35 2.49 (22.1) 0.426 (2433)
Avg. 2.38 (21.1) 0.404 (2305)
F-5A Core
S-GlassCloth Shell (+45°)
NDI Vane 1 1.05 (9.3) 0.360 (2055)
FatigueTest Vanes ii 0.98 (8.7) 0.363 (2075)
9 0.97 (8.6) 0.370 (2117)
12 1.02 (9.0) 0.369 (2106)
7 0.99 (8.8) 0.374 (2138)
8 0.99 (8.8) 0.378 (2160)
Avg. 0.99 (8.7) 0.369 (2109)
TRW
F-5A Core
AS-2 Shell (+_30°)
Tool Trial 1-00A 1.51 (13.4) 0.346 (1978)
NDI Vane 1-001 1.61 (14.3) 0.405 (2313)
FatigueTest Vanes 1-003 1.75 (15.5) 0.414 (2365)
1-004 1.73 (15.3) 0.394 (2252)
1-008 1.98 (17.5) 0.446 (2550)
1-006 1.84 (16.3) 0.431 (2461)
1-011 2.02 (17.9) 0.507 (2899)
Avg. 1.77 (15.7) 0.421 (2403)
Fo5A Core
S-GlassPly Shell (+45°)
NDI Vane 2-001 1.49 (13.2) 0.384 (2194)
FatigueTest Vanes 2-002 1.29 (11.4) 0.382 (2182)
2-003 1.24 (11.0) 0.353 (2016)
2-007 1.50 (13.3) 0.444 (2535)
2-005 1.44 (12.8) 0.415 (2370)
2-008 1.45 (12.9) 0.403 (2301)
Avg. 1.41 (12.5) 0.397 (2268)
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Figure 5-3
____VANE
FIXED SUPPORT
Vane Torsion Spring Rate Fixture for Application of
Torque Load to Vane
5.1.3 Moisture Inoculation
After completion of static mechanical testing but prior to fatigue
testing, two vanes from each of the four groups of varying material/
configuration were exposed to a 60 0 C (140 0 F)!95 percent relative
humidity environment for four and three weeks, respectively, for graph-
ite and fiberglass shell parts. This accelerated moisture inoculation
conditioning was required to duplicate the equilibrium moisture level
expected in the trailing edge section of the vane after service opera-
tion of vanes for nine months as established by the analysis discussed
in section 3. These accelerated moisture exposure conditions were
determined by exposing two-inch wide sections of scrap graphite parts
to 60oC/95 percent relative humidity and measuring total weight gain
as a function of time of both uncoated and polyurethane coated graphite
vanes (Figure 5-4). Each data point is the average weight change of two
vane section specimens. Analytical determination of weight gain result-
ing from the same moisture exposure conditions for a similar graphite/
epoxy system (AS/350l-6) using the Springer, Reference 1, Bohlman,
Reference 5 moisture diffusion approach provided excellent agreement
with experimental data. As described earlier, the moisture content of
the highly strained trailing edge was considered the most critical for
evaluation. Therefore, the lower curve which represents weight gain in
the total vane, with sections up to 6.35 rom (0.25 inch) thick, was
adjusted analytically for the thinner 2.03 rom (0.08 inch) trailing edge
section. As a result of this adjustment, the trailing edge section of
the graphite vane can be expected to gain the required 0.8 weight
percent moisture in approximately four weeks of accelerated moisture
exposure.
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TEST DATA: AVG. OF TWO VANE SECTIONS
O UNCOATED GRAPHITE/EPOXY VANE
/_ POLYURETHANE COATED GRAPHITE/
EPOXY VANE
DIFFUSION ANALYSIS AFTER
1.4 -- SPRINGER ETAL-REFERENCE 1
I'-- 1.3 -
_1.2 -
_ 1.1
_1.0 "_
iii
0.9
_0.8 ..... _ TOTAL V ANE cF_oSS sEcTION
_0.4
I--
_ 0.2
0.1 I
I I I II I I I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TIME _ WEEKS
Figure 5-4 Fortafil 5A Graphite/Epoxy Shell and Core Fan Exit
Guide Vane.
Similarly, the 0.9 weight percent moisture gain for the trailing edge
of the fiberglass shelled vane can be achieved in approximately two and
one half to three weeks of accelerated conditioning (Figure 5-5). As
can be seen from moisture weight gain achieved in material specimens
tested and reported in Section 4, the accelerated exposure for speci-
mens provided reasonably good agreement with analytical data.
5.1.4 High Cycle Fatigue Tests
Vanes were prepared for fatigue testing by mounting each vane at both
ends into aluminum fixtures using a 177°C (350°F) cure silicon
rubber potting compound (Figure 5-6). Care was taken to prepare both
the vane material and the aluminum fixture for bonding using clean and
primed surfaces for maximum interface strength.
Strain gage instrumentation was installed by removing a 6.4 x 6.4 mm
(0.250 x 0.250 in.) square of polyurethane coating from the vane at
each planned gage location to allow installation of strain gages
directly on outer shell fibers. Vanes which were fatigue tested in the
warm and wet condition were instrumented with six thermocouples. A
- square of polyurethane was removed to allow bonding of the thermocouple
junction directly to vane shell fibers.
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653 4
TIME - WEEKS
I
I
I
I
UNCOATED S-GLASS SHELL/GRAPHITE EPOXY CASE
o VANE TEST DATA
I
---... DIFFUSION ANALYSIS AFTER SPRINGER ET AL
REFERENCE 1
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1.1
~
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Figure 5-5 S-Glass Shell (7781/5143}/Graphite Epoxy Core Fan
Exit Guide Vane
Figure 5-6 Strain Gaged Fan Exit Guide Vane Being Fixtured With
End Supports in Preparation for Fatigue Testing
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Prior to the application of vibratory loading, the aluminum end fixt-
ures on the vane were turned to provide an airfoil static bending load
which simulated the magnitude of aerodynamic loads experienced in the
engine. Static loads were increased until the preselected trailing edge
radial static strain of -1750J.J.E was reached. Vane corner gages were
checked to confirm uniform loading of the vane; adjustments were
performed as necessary. The vane end fixtures were then locked in posi-
tion for the duration of the test to maintain the static load. Vanes
which were tested at GOoe (140oF) in the "wet" condition, were
first heated to temperature before the static load was applied to the
vane. A low power resistance heater provided convective heating (Figure
5-7. No provisions were made to control moisture content during fatigue
testing. However, provisions were made to maintain these vanes in a 95
percent relative humidity environment to prevent loss of moisture
whenever the vibration test was being recalibrated between increasing
stress levels. This was accomplished by wrapping a wet towel over the
vane at room temperature.
Figure 5-7 Fan Exit Guide Vane Fatigue Test Fixture and Heater
Assemhly
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After static loads were stabilized,vibrationalloadingin the first
bendingmode was introduced (SeeFigure 3-12 for frequencyranges).
When the test vane successfullycompleted107 cycles at any one
vibrationalstrain level, strainwas progressivelyincreaseduntil a
frequencyloss indicatedfailure.The sequencefor increasingstrain
incrementson test vanes is presentedin Figure 5-8. Strain at failure
was consideredquite conservative,since many vanes were testedat
107 cycles for up to six times before failureoccurred.An Unholtz
Dickie 42.4 KN (9500 ibs.) electrodynamicexciterwas used to vibrate
the part (Figure5-9). The exciter frequencywas varied until vane
first bending resonantfrequencywas achieved.Exciteramplifiergain
was adjustedto establishthe requiredvane TE dynamic strain level.A
telemicroscopewas focusedon the vane TE at midspanand the relation-
ship betweenvane TE dynamic strainand vibratoryamplitudewas deter-
mined. The short life of straingage instrumentationduring dynamic
testingforced relianceon the telemicroscopemethod for monitoring
trailingedge strain.
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_2000- X O0 X O0 O0 0 0 O0 X X 000 O0
o
,_.I
_ 1500 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 5-8 Summaryof Fatigue Test ProgramDynamicLoading
Sequence- CompositeFan Exit Guide Vanes
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Figure 5-9 Unholtz-Dickie 42.4 KN (9500 lb) Electrodynamic
Exciter
5.2 FATIGUE TEST RESULTS
5.2.1 summary
The fatigue test program provided comparative vane durability results.
Evaluation of dynamic strain data at 107 cycles to fatigue failure
showed that the glass shell/high modulus graphite core vanes failed at
higher strain levels than graphite shell/high modulus graphite core
vanes; 2000~t vs 1600~t, respectively (Figure 5-10). All the vanes
within each of these two material groups appeared to have a similar
minimum fatigue strength. This minimum occurred although material,
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configurationand process changesexisted.For example,graphite and
fiberglassshell materialwere of varying fiber moduli. The number of
continuousshell plies at the trailingedge varied betweenvendors and
were furtherinfluencedby molding techniqueswhich resultedin some
expulsionof graphite fiber at the trailingedge. One vendors'product
containedkinked fiber near the trailingedge and vane porosity.In
additionvanes varied in bendingand torsionalstiffnessfor each group
and were fatiguetested at variouslevels of moisturecontent.The
insensitivityof the vane to these material,process and environment
effects is testimonyto the adequacyof vane design and improvementsin
materialssince the early 1970's.
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-1750/4e staticat trailingedgemidspan
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Testconditions
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Dry/38°C (IO0°F) Wet/60°C 1140°F)
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Shel1138GPa 124GPa 21)GPa 48GPa
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Figure 5-10 CompositeFan Exit Guide Vane FatigueStrain
Capability
5.2.2 MinimumFatigue StrainCapability
Fatigue data for 20 vanes in this programwas Weibull treatedto estab-
lish a minimum fatiguestraincapabilityfor each of the four material/
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o design configurationvanes.Minimum fatiguestrain capabilitywas
definedas a one in one thousandvane failurerate.
Data treatmentto obtain minimum fatiguestrainrequirementsare illus-
tratedbelow.
i. Mean strainwas establishedfor each of four configurationsby
averagingfive data points from each configuration.For example,
for 124 GPa (18M) modulus shell fiber, the mean strain is deter-
mined as shown below.
eRunout (_) Runout/Mean (_/_mean)
2400 1.250
2000 1.042
2000 1.042
1600 0.833
1600 0.833
Mean
1920_
2. The populationof vanes fatiguetested to endurancelimit was
Weibull plotted (Figure5-11) as percentfailed vs. € /e mean to
establisha "scatterfactor".From the data we obtain:
€/e mean at 50% = 1.0
ScatterFactor = -- = 2.2
€/€ mean at 0.1%* 0.45
*(one failurein one thousand)
3. To provide additionalconfidencein estimatingminimum fatigue
strength,an additional22 data points,some of which reflect1975
vintagepoor qualityproductionparts, were added to the Weibull
distribution.This resultedin a 42 point data ScatterFactor
change to 1.92 (Figure5-12).The m_nimum fatiguestraincapability
for the increasedsample size was:
1920_e
Minimum FatigueStrain = = 1000_
1.92
The minimumfatiguestrainWeibullcomputedvalues for a failure
rate of 1 in i000 parts of the four vane designs is shown in Figure
5-10. The minimum fatiguestrainfor all four configurationsvaried
from less than 1000Pe to slightlyless than 1500_€which, in all
cases, was significantlybelow the vibratoryfatiguestrain failure
for any part during fatiguetesting.Static and dynamicfan exit
" guide vane strainwas determinedin the earlierthin trailingedge
8S
program in an engine environment.Strain adjustmentswere made for
each vane design/materialtestedfor the new thickertrailingedge
part operatingin a typicalJT9D engine.The differencebetween the
minimum fatiguestrain and the anticipatedengine dynamic strain
for the thick trailingedge vane provideda factor of 25-45 percent
fatiguemargin.The lower modulusglass shelledvanes exhibitedthe
largestmargin whereas the higher modulus graphiteshell vanes
displayeda somewhat reducedmargin.
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Figure 5-11 Weibull Plot CompositeFEGV FatigueTest Data-
NASA Program
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Figure 5-12 Weibull Plot CompositeFEGV Fatigue Test Data - All Data
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5.2.3 Failure Mode
Several different failure modes were noted for the four material confi-
gurations. The patterns and locations for failures were essentially
consistent within anyone material configuration. Shell fiber modulus
was most important in determining the torsional and uncamber stiffness
of the airfoil and a relationship is apparent between failure location,
mode and torsional stiffness. Differences in torsional stiffness
between two all graphite configurations ranged from 2.38 M-N/deg (21
in. Ib/deg.) to 1.77 M-N/deg. (16 in. Ib/deg.). Failure location and
mode were essentially identical for all of these ten vanes fabricated
with graphite regardless of shell modulus material. Vanes failed under
vibratory load at approximately the midspan location at the trailing
edge (Figures 5-13, 5-14 and 5-15). A combination of different types of
cracking was cornmon to these vanes. Visually, shell cracking parallel
and transverse to fibers was observed. In addition shell separation
from the core section was apparent. Radiographic examination confirmed
two additional types of cracking, transverse and longitudinal core
cracks. These will be shown in Section 5.2.4. It can be speculated from
microexamination performed after testing and reported in Section 5.2.6
that shell-to-core shear failure occurred first, followed by shell
cracking, transverse cracking of core, and longitudinal core cracking.
It is also possible, especially for the lower torsional stiffness
graphite shell fiber vanes (124 GPa), that longitudinal core cracking
may have occurred first, followed by shell deterioration.
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Figure 5-13 Photograph of Fat~gue Tested Composites Horizons
Graphite/Epoxy Vane
STD
Figure 5-14 Photograph of Fatigue Tested Composite Horizons
Graphite/Epoxy Vane
Figure 5-15 Photograph of Fatigue Tested T144Graphite/Epoxy Vane
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The two fiberglassshell lower torsionalstiffnessconfigurations,
fabricatedby differentvendors,showed differentfailuremodes. The
higher torsionalstiffnessvanes in this group fabricatedwith unidi-
rectionalfiberglassshell plies failed transverseto the span at the
vane attachment (Figure5-16). It was interestingto note that one vane
in this unidirectionalfiberglassshell group (Figure5-17) which ex-
hibited the lowest torsionalstiffnessof that group 1.24 M-N/deg (ii
in. ib/deg.),failed in a combinedmode of the higher torsionalstiff-
ness vanes (transversecore cracks at trailingedge) and the lowest
torsionalstiffnessvanes (radialcracking away from the trailing
edge). The lowest torsionalstiffnessvanes failedby radialcracking
of the core approximately2.5-3.0cm (1.0-1.2in.) from and parallel to
the trailingedge. The crack was visible as a "stresswhitened"line on
the convex side and a crack on the concave side (Figure5-18). No
trailingedge cracking transverseto the airfoiloccurred.It is appar-
ent that the group of lowest torsionalstiffnessvanes were being ex-
cessivelyuncamberedat the trailingedge during fatiguetesting.A
summaryof vane stiffnessparametersand failuremodes for the four
vane configurationsis presentedin Figure 5-19.
Figure 5-16 Photograph of Fatigue Tested T_4 Glass Shell - Graphite
Core/Epoxy Vane
9O
Figure 5-17
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Photograph of Fatigue Tested TRW Glass Shell - Graphite
Core/Epoxy Vane
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Figure 5-18 Photograph of Fatigue Tested Composites Horizons Hybrid
Glass Shell - Graphite Core/Epoxy Vane
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Figure 5-19 Composite Fan Exit Guide Vane Failure Mode Summary
5.2.4 Post-TestNondestructiveAnalyses
At the terminationof fatiguetestingof each vane, failurewas appar-
ent as a result of frequencyshift and visual appearance.In all cases,
visible failureof the compositeairfoilwas evident.Radiographic
analysiswas performedfor each vane after failureto determinefailure
areas not apparentduring visual examination.
Evaluationof all graphite vanes showed similarradiographicallydoc-
umented failuremodes (Figures5-20 and 5-21). Transversecore and
shell crackingwas observed at the midspan tr@ilingedge at the point
of maximum strain.Longitudinalcracking throughthe core was also ob-
served decreasingin intensitywith distancefrom the trailingedge. No
other flaws or material/structuralabnormalitieswere detected.
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•LONGITUDINAL CORE CRACKING
Figure 5-20
Figure 5-21
Print from Radiograph of Composites Horizons
Graphite/Epoxy Vane After Fatigue Test (Vane No. 30)
INCREASED
RADIOGRAPH
EXP09JRE-
Print from Radiograph of TRW Graphite/Epoxy Vane After
Fatigue Test (Vane No. 1-011)
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Examination of the two fiberglass shell/graphite core vanes of two
different material/designs revealed different cracking patterns and
some differences in quality. The Composites Horizons' vane which was
fabricated using fiberglass cloth and represented the lowest modulus
shell, presented a more uniform density image to radiography (Figure
5-22). Examination of radiographic films indicated the failure mode
followed the visually observed pattern and ran spanwise through both
the core and shell approximately 25 rom (1 inch) in from the trailing
edge; no other deviations were noted. Examination of the TRW fiberglass
ply fabricated shell revealed a cracking pattern at the trailing edge
which was adjacent to the vane attachment. Variations in shell fiber
density and some fiber wrinkling were also evident (Figures 5-23 and
5-24).
5.2.5 Failure stress Analyses
Variations in failure mode were detected sufficiently early in the
program to permit supplementary strain gaging for strain profiling of
all four configurations. At least one vane of each configuration was
strain gaged to monitor both chordwise and radial strain at both static
and dynamic conditions. All configurations showed similar chordwise
distributions of static and dynamic radial strain with a maximum
compressive strain at the trailing edge (Figure 5-25). However, dynamic
chordwise strains in the chordwise direction (Figure 5-26) indicated
peak strain 2.5 cm from the trailing edge which corresponded to the
failure location for the fiberglass cloth shell part which was the
lowest torsional stiffness vane configuration. Apparently, three of the
four configurations had sufficient torsional strength to avoid a span-
wise primary failure in the form of uncambering parallel to the trail-
ing edge; the lowest torsional stiffness vane category with a fiber-
glass cloth shell failed by uncambering.
Figure 5-22
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Print from Radiograph of Composites Horizons Fiberglass
Cloth Shell-Graphite Core/Epoxy Vane After Fatigue Test
(Vane No.9)
Figure 5-23
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Print from Radiograph of TRW Fiberglass Shell-Graphite
Core/Epoxy Vane After Fatigue Test (Vane No. 2-008)
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Figure 5-24 Print from Radiograph of TRW Fiberglass Shell-Graphite
Core/Epoxy Vane After Fatigue Test (Vane No. 2-005)
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Figure 5-25 ChordwiseDistributionof Radial Strain on Concave
Surfacefor Graphiteand Hybrid Vanes
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Figure 5-26 ChordwiseDistributionof ChordwiseStrain on Concave
Surfacefor Graphite and Hybrid Vanes
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5.2.6 Post-TestMicrostructureAnalysis
Chordwisesections for microstructureanalysesof typicalfailedvanes
were taken to documentfailure initiationand progression.Highest
torsionalstiffnessvanes fabricatedwith graphite shell material
failed at the vane midspan trailingedge (Figures5-27, 5-28 and 5-29).
After examinationof sectionsfrom these vanes, it was postulatedthat
delaminationinitiatedin interlaminarshear at the interfacebetween
the core and shell plies at the trailingedge. This resultedin local
decouplingof the shell from the core and reducedlocal torsional
stiffnesswhich increasedthe local uncamberof the airfoil.This, in
turn, promoted intraplycrackingof the unidirectionalcore. As the
core lost its integrityat the trailingedge, it was subjectedto
transversefiber crackingwhich is more apparenton radiographsin
Section5.2.4. Under these conditionsthe loosened shell,which did not
have the strength to withstand the high frequencyfatigueloads,
continuedto crack. No significantvisibledifferenceswere detectable
between the failuremode of the 345 GPa and 207 GPa fiber modulus
graphite shell vanes. However,one differencein crackingpatternwas
noted upon microstructureexamination.The lower modulusgraphite fiber
shell vane experiencedradial directioncore crackingfurtherfrom the
trailingedge (Figure5-29). The presenceof porosity in the lower
modulusvane did not appear to influencefailuremode.
By contrast to high torsionstiffnessgraphite shell vanes, the lower
torsionstiffnessfiberglassvanes experiencedconsiderablyless shell
damage.The primary damage was in the core and the zone between the
shell and the core (Figures5-30, 5-31 and 5-32). It is interestingto
note that the vane trailingedge did not become excessivelydistressed.
The failurepatterns on the fiberglassshell vanes are visuallyappar-
ent from the appearanceof stresswhitening,craze cracking and visible
delaminationof the fiberglassshell from the graphitecore. Although
the failurelocationsfor the fiberglassshelledvanes varied as a
functionof shell stiffness,the failuremode appearedsimilar.It is
anticipatedtht shell-to-coreshear failureresultedin local loss of
airfoilcamber stiffnessand that radial intraplycrackingof the core
followed.Failure locationswere confirmedfrom analyticaland experi-
mental strain data.
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Figure 5-27 Photomicrograph of Graphite/Epoxy Fan Exit Guide Vane
Fatigue Failure
o Transverse section through vane midspan at maximum
damage zone
o Composites Horizons; 345 GPa modulus fiber shell and
core; vane SiN 32
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Figure 5-28 Photomicrograph of Graphite/Epoxy Fan Exit Guide Vane
Fatigue Failure
o Transverse sections through vane midspan displaced
6mm from maximum damage zone
o Composites Horizons; 345 GPa modulus fiber shell and
core; vane S!N 34
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Figure 5-29 Photomicrograph of Graphite/Epoxy Fan Exit Guide Vane
Fatigue Failure
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Figure 5-30 Photomicrograph of Hyhrid Glass Shell-Graphite/Epoxy
Core Fan Exit Guide Vane Fatigue Failure
o Transverse section through vane at attachment fixture
o TRW; 83 GPa modulus shell fiher; 345 GPa modulus
core fiher; Vane SiN 2-005
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Figure 5-31 Photomicrograph of Hybrid Glass Shell-Graphite/Epoxy
Core Fan Exit Guide Vane Fatigue Failure
o Transverse section through vane midspan
o TRW; 83 GPa modulus shell fiber; 345 GPa modulus
core fiber; Vane SiN 2-003
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Figure 5-32 Photomicrograph of Hybrid Glass Cloth Shell-Graphite/
Epoxy Core Fan Exit Guide Vane Fatigue Failure
o Transverse section through vane midspan
o Composites Horizons; 41 GPa modulus shell cloth; 345
GPa modulus core fiber; Vane SiN 11
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
All of the objectivesof the subjectcontractwere achievedand are
summarizedin the conclusionspresentedbelow:
o All four thick trailingedge compositefan exit guide vane
configurationsexhibitedfatiguestrain capabilityin excess
of establishedrequirements.Two of the material/plyorienta-
tion combinationswith reducedshell ply stiffnessexhibited
increasedfatiguemargin comparedto stiffershell configura-
tions.
o Vanes producedby two vendorsand fabricatedusing different
processes,epoxy materialand shell fiber showed similar
fatigueperformancebehavior.The presenceof some fiber
wrinklingand higher levelsof porosity evidentin one
vendor'sproductdid not affect fatigueperformance.
o A correlationwas shown to exist betweenvane fatiguefailure
mode and torsionalstiffness.
o Compositevane polyurethanecoatingintegrityand bond inter-
face strengthwere not degradedduring fatiguetestingunder
dry or wet conditions.
o A correlationwas establishedbetweenstatic and dynamic
straingage data, NASTRANanalysis,and modes of failurefor
each of the material/plyorientationvane configurations
tested.
o Experimentallaboratorydata substantiatedthe computermodel
developedfor predictingmoistureweight gain in compositefan
exit guide vanes expectedfrom serviceoperation.
o The presenceof up to 0.8 weightpercentmoisture in composite
vanes did not affect fatigueperformance.
o All-graphite/epoxyvanes provided a 24.2 kgs (53 lb.) weight
savingscompared to aluminumvanes in a typicalJT9D engine.
o Mechanical property tests of four lots of 345 GPa (50 M)
modules Fortafil 5A Great Lakes Carbon fiber revealed good
repeatability and acceptable properties.
o Infraredsignatureand glass transitiontemperaturecharacter-
izationwere establishedfor resin systems.
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o LOW voltage radiographyand visual examinationwere effective
in identifyingmost of the intentionaland unintentionalflaws
in as-fabricatedvanes. Radiographyidentifiedcracks in
post-fatiguetest vanes.
o Compositevane price, based on projectionsof i000 vanes/month
production,was determinedto be cost effectivebased on
price-to-weightcomparisonof compositeto currentbill-of-ma-
terialaluminum.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The followingtasks are recommendedprior to serviceevaluationof
compositefan exit guide vanes.
o Determineperformancebehaviorand durabilityof parts in an
experimentalengineprogram.
o Qualify an alternate (50million) moduluscore fiber.
o Develop a repairprocedurefor compositevanes.
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APPENDIXA
GRAPHITEFIBER-EPOXYRESIN COMPOSITESSPECIFICATION(PWA125)
DOCUMENTPROPERTYRIGHTS NOTICE
This document is the propertyof United TechnologiesCorporationand is
deliveredon the expressconditionthat it is not to be disclosed,
reproducedin whole or in part, or used for manufacturefor anyone
other than United TechnologiesCorporationwithout its written consent;
and that no right is grantedto discloseor so use any information
containedin said document.This restrictiondoes not limit the right
to use informationobtainedfrom anothersource.
i. SCOPE:
i.i Form: Graphitefiber/epoxyresin compositemoldings used in
structuralapplications.
1.2 Application:Primarilyfor fan exit guide vanes operatingat
tem- peratureswithin the range of -54 to 120°C (-65to
250°F).
2. APPLICABLEDOCUMENTS:The followingpublicationsform a part of
this specificationto the extent specifiedherein;the latest issue
shall apply.
2.1 Pratt & WhitneyAircraftPublications:Availablefrom
PurchasingDepartmentof Pratt & WhitneyAircraftGroup, East
Hartford,Connecticut06108 or West Palm Beach, FL 33402.
2.1.1 Specifications:
PWA 300 Controlof Materials,Processesand Parts
PWA 370 EngineeringSource Approval
PWA 443 GraphiteFiber Tape and Sheet
2.1.2 MaterialsControlLaboratoryManual:
SectionE-XXX Microstructureof GraphiteFiber Composite
2.2 ASTM Publications:Availablefrom AmericanSociety for Testing
and Materials,1916 Race Street,Philadelphia,Pa. 19103.
ASTM D790 Test for FlexuralPropertiesof Plastics
ASTM D792 Tests for SpecificGravityand Density of
Plasticsby Displacement
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ASTM D2344 Test for ApparentHorizontalShear Strength
of ReinforcedPlasticsby Short Beam Method
ASTM D2734 Test for Void Content of ReinforcedPlastics
3. TECHNICALREQUIREMENTS:
3.1 Pre-ProductionRequirements:Shall be in accordancewith PWA
PWA 300.
3.1.1 Detailedprocess sheets for moldingprocessesshall be
approvedby the applicableEngineeringDepartmentof the
Pratt & Whitney AircraftGroup before shipmentof each new
configuration.
3.1.2 Conformanceto pre-preductionrequirementsdoes not relieve
the supplierof responsibilityfor continuedconformanceto
all purchase order requirements.
3.2 Materials:Propertiesof graphite fibers,epoxy resins,
fiber-resincompositesand articlesmolded therefromshall be as
specifiedin 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. Test proceduresshall be
as agreed upon by the applicableEngineeringDepartmentof the
Pratt & WhitneyAircraft Group and the vendor.
3.2.1 GraphiteFibers:Shall be as specifiedby this specification
number and a suffix number as follows:
Propertyand Test Low Modulus High Modulus
Procedure GraphiteFiber GraphiteFiber
3.2.1.1 TensileProperties,
24°C _3 (75°F_5)
TensileStrength,min 2480 MPa 2200 MPa
2.54 cm (i in) gage length (360ksi) (320ksi)
TensileModulus,min 207 GPa 331 GPa
(30x106psi) (48xi06psi)
3.2.1.2 Density,
ASTM D792 1.74 _0.05 g/cc 1.80 _0.05 g/cc
3.2.1.3 Fiber-ResinComposite:Graphitefiberswhen formed into a
unidirectional60% _6 fiber volume aggregationof graphite
fiberswith epoxy resin cured in accordancewith 3.2.2 shall
have the followingproperties:
Propertyand Test Low Tensile High Tensile -
Procedure ModulusFiber ModulusFiber
Composite Composite
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3.2.1.3.1 Void Content,max 3 Vol % 3 Vol %
ASTM D2734
3.2.1.3.2 Density, 1.58 _0.05 g/cc 1.60 _0.05 g/cc
ASTM D792
3.2.1.3.3 0° FlexuralStrength,min
24°C +3 (75°F_5°F) 1510MPa i000 MPa
Normalizedto 60 volume (220ksi) (145 ksi)
percent fiber
ASTM D790 Method 1
3.2.1.3.4 0OFlexuralModulus,min
24°C +5 (75°F_3) 115 GPa 152 GPa
Normalized to 60 volume (17x106psi) (22x106psi)
percent fiber
ASTM D790 Method 1
3.2.1.3.5 Shear Strength,min
24°C +3 (75°F_5) 93 MPa 69 MPa
Normalizedto 60 volume (13.5 ksi) (10 ksi)
percent fiber
3.2.1.4 Adhesion of PolyurethaneCoating:Shall be determinedby a
method approvedby the applicableEngineeringDepartmentof
the Pratt & WhitneyAircraft Group and when determinedat
24°C _3 (75°F_5) shall average1.4 KN/m (8 ib/in) peel
strengthwith no individualtest less than 1.0 KN/m (6 ib/in).
3.2.1.4.1 Polyurethanecoatingadhesion requirementsare independent
of graphite fiber tensilemodulus.
3.2.2 Epoxy Resin: Shall be a liquid novolacepoxy adhesivehaving the
followingcharacteristics:
3.2.2.1 Stora@eLife: The productshall meet the requirementsof this
specificationwhen testedat any time up to 6 months from date
of shipment,providedmaterialhas been stored under
manufacturer'srecommendedstorageconditions.
3.2.2.1.1 Materialwhich has been storedunder above conditionsfor
more than 6 months shall be reinspectedwithin 5 days of use
and conformto the requirementsof this specification.
3.2.2.2 Propertiesof Cured Materials:Shall be as followswhen resin
is cured at 175°C_6 (350°F_I0) for 1 hour or at
conditionsagreed upon by P&WA and vendors.
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3.2.2.2.1 TensileProperties,24oc_3 (75°F_5)
TensileStrength,min 48 MPa (7000psi)
Elongation,min 1.5%
TensileModulus,min 3.4 GPa (500,000psi)
3.2.2.2.2 Density,
ASTM D792 1.25 +0.05 g/cc
3.2.2.2.3 Glass TransitionTemperature
Dry, min 166oc (330OF)
Wet, 1.4-1.5wt % water, min 143oc (290OF)
3.2.2.2.4 MoistureAbsorption
Three weeks at 60°C_+3 (140°F_5) 1.8 wt %
and 95% relativehumidityor equi-
valent moisture level,max
3.2.3 CompositeArticles:Shall consistof graphite fiberswith
propertiesas in 3.2.1,bonded with epoxy in accordancewith
3.2.2 and, when required,polyurethanecoated using process
approvedby the applicableEngineeringDepartmentof the Pratt &
WhitneyAircraftGroup.
3.2.3.1 Fiber Contentr Distributionand Structure:Shall have 60
volume % +5 graphite fiber contentand shall conform to
microstructuralrequirementsof Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Group, ManufacturingDivision,MaterialsControlLaboratory
Manual SectionE-XXX.
3.2.3.2 CompositeArticleProperties:Shall be as followsaccording
to tensilemodulusof graphite fibers.
Propertyand Test Low Tensile High Tensile
Procedure ModulusFiber ModulusFiber
Composite Composite
Article Article
3.2.3.2.1 Void Content,max 3 Vol % 3 Vol %
ASTM D2734
3.2.3.2.2 Density, 1.58 +0.05 g/cc 1.60 +0.05 g/cc
ASTM D792
3.2.3.2.3 FlexuralStrength,min
24°C +3 (75°C_5) 895 MPa
Normalizedto 60 volume (130ksi)
percent fiber
ASTM D790 Method 1
1!_
3.2.3.2.4 FlexuralModulus,min
24°C_+3 (75°F_5) 145 GPa
" Normalizedto 60 percent (21x106psi)
volume fiber
ASTM D790 Method
3.2.3.2.5 Shear Strength,min
24°C_+3 (75°F_5) 69 MPa
Normalizedto 60 percent (i0 ksi)
volume fiber
ASTM D2344
3.2.3.2.6 Adhesionof polyurethanecoatingshall be in accordancewith
3.2.1.4.
3.3 Quality:Articles shall be uniform in quality and condition,and
free from surfaceor internal imperfectionsdetrimentalto
fabrication,appearance,or performanceof parts.
3.3.1 Parts shall not be repairedby plugging,bondingor other
methods withoutwrittenpermissionfrom the applicable
EngineeringDepartmentof the Pratt & WhitneyAircraftGroup.
4. QUALITYASSURANCEPROVISIONS:
4.1 Control: Shall be in accordancewith PWA 300.
4.2 Approval:EngineeringSource Approval shall be in accordancewith
PWA 370 for graphite fiber,epoxy resin and polyurethanecoating
materials,and for graphite fiber-epoxyresin compositetape and
molded compositearticles.
5. PREPARATIONFOR DELIVERY:
5.1 Identification:Each containershall be permanentlyand legibly
identifiedas follows:
GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITE ARTICLES
PWA 125D
PART NUMBER
QUANTITY
MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION
5.2 Packaging:Containersshall be preparedfor shipment in accordance
with commercialpractice to ensurecarrieracceptanceand safe
transportationto the point of delivery.Packagingshall conform
to requirementsof carrier rules and regulationsacceptableto the
mode of transporation.
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6. ACKNOWLEDGMENT:Vendor shall mention this specificationnumber and
its revisionletter in all quotationsand when acknowledging
purchaseorders.
7. REJECTIONS:Materialnot conformingto this specificationor to
authorizedmodificationswill be subject to rejection.
8. NOTES:
8.1 Marginal Indicia:Due to the extensivechanges in specification
requirementsfrom the previous issue,no changesare indicatedby
the phi (_) symbol.
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APPENDIXB-I
- TRW MANUFACTURINGPLAN
i. INTRODUCTION
This documentdefines the materials,tooling,fabricationand inspec-
tion methodsused in the fabricationof thirteen (13)compositefan
exit vanes (PWADrawingNo. 762788).This effort was conductedunder
NASA Lewis ContractNAS3-21037and PWA subcontract21037-2by the
MaterialsTechnologyDepartmentof TRW Equipment,Cleveland,Ohio.
2. VANE DEFINITION
Two types of vanes were fabricatedand designatedType I, all graphite
reinforced,and Type II, graphite/glassreinforced.The thirteenvanes
were serializedas follows:
S/N Type Description
1-00A I Tool VerificationVane
1-001 I IntentionalDefectVane
2-001 II IntentionalDefectVane
1-002 thru 1-006 I PrototypeVanes for FatigueTesting
2-002 thru 2-006 II PrototypeVanes for FatigueTesting
3. MATERIALSAND CONSTRUCTION
Type I Type II
Core
Reinforcement Great Lakes Fortafil 5A Great Lakes Fortafil5A
Orientation 0° 0°
Shell
Reinforcement HerculesAS-2 Owens-Coming S-2
Glass Roving
Orientation +30° +45°
CompositeMatrix (bothtypes)
Resin Dow Chemical DEN 438, DEN 331
Curing Agent Uniroyal Tonox 60/40
LeadingEdge (bothtypes) I0 mil aluminum to AMS-4015
PolyetherPolyurethaneFilm PWA 634 (J.P.StevensMP-1890)
PolyurethaneAdhesive Dayton Chemical ThixonAB-l153-66
With both type vanes the outer two plies of shell memberswere wrapped
around the vane trailingedge and buried under the leadingedge protec-
tor.
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4. TOOLING
4.1 Assembly
Followingcutout,core and shell plies were assembledon a curved sur-
face simulatingthe airfoilconfigurationon which the stackingaxis
had been scribedso as to align the plies.
4.2 Mold
Using a compositevane providedby PWA designatedPart No. 762788 STD
30791 S/N 18 as a master,a soft (toolingepoxy) tool was constructed.
This tool consistedof a punch and die conformingto the concaveand
convex surfacesof the vane airfoil.The tool was integrallyheated
with electric resistanceheatingblanketsbelow the mold surfacewith
appropriatethermocouplesto monitor and control temperatures.
4.3 PolyurethaneBondin9
A specialtool was used to conform the polyurethanefilm to the sur-
faces of the vane during the secondarybondingcycle. The tool was
designed such as to assure a smoothcontour around the leadingand
trailingedges and to precludeor minimize seams and joints.
5. PRELIMINARYPROCESSROUTING
5.1 Leadin9 Edge
OperationNo.
010 Issue AluminumStock for appropriatevane part number.
020 Cut to Size.
030 Break at Centerlineto 45° fold.
040 Form contour.
050 Anodizeper AMS-2470 (no seal).
060 Sodium DichromateSeal.
070 Store in clean plasticbag and identifypart S/N on
which it is to be used.
5.2 Prepreg (Graphiteand Glass, general)
OperationNo.
010 Drum wind fiber to prescribedlead (seesub-routings).
020 Cut 91.5 cm (3 ft) sample of fiber and place in enve-
lope identifyingmaterial,lot, date.
030 Weigh and mix resin constituentsto prescribedformu-
lation (seesub-routing).
040 Impregnatefiber (seesub-routings).
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050 Place 50 ml sampleof resin solution in vial and iden-
tify by date.
" 060 Stage prepreg to requiredhandlingconditions.
070 Cut from drum and store in plastic bags at -18°C
(0°F)storage. IdentifyLot No. by TRW Lab book page
" and date.
5.3 Assembly
010 Issue prepreg from refrigeratedstorageand bring to
room temperature.
020 Cut plies per ply maps for shell and core.
030 Store in plasticbags until ready for assembly.
040 Assemble ID half on convex lay-up tool core and two
inner shell plies centeredon stackingline starting
with shell plies on lay-up tool.
050 AssembleOD half on concavelay-up tool as per Opera-
tion 040.
060 Remove OD half and assemblewith ID half on convex
tool aligning stackingline.
070 Cold preform in mold.
080 Assemble two outer shell plies together.
090 Conform shellplies to core preform.
100 Issue leadingedge from stock.
ii0 Clean insidewith MEK.
120 With small brush, apply matrix resin solutionto
insidesurfacesof leadingedge.
130 Air dry for 30 minutes.
140 Assemble leadingedge to vane preform.
150 Apply identificationand S/N plate to center of air-
foil ID.
5.4 Mold
010 Installpreform in mold.
020 Close die and connectpower and controls.
030 Insert into 93oc (200OF)preheatedplaten press
and apply 690 KPa (i00psi) or 2730 kgs (6000Ibs).
040 Raise temperatureof mold with heatingelements to
93°C (200°F)under pressure.
050 Hold 20 mins. after 93oc (200OF)reached.
060 Raise temperatureto 150oc (300oF)and hold two
hours.
070 Reducepressure to 172 KPa (25psi) or 680 kgs (1500
ib load) and loosenmold rails.
080 Cool to room temperature.
090 Remove from mold and remove flash.
i00 Collectresin flash and place in envelope identifying
with part S/N and date.
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Ii0 Postcurevane in air circulatingoven. Heat up to
150°C (300°F)at 19°C/hr (35°F/hr).Hold 16
hours.Cool to room temperature.
Inspection
010 Visual inspectvane and record irregularities.
020 Measurepitch thicknesswith micrometerat inboardand
outboard end of vane and record in vane data log.
030 Weigh vane to nearest0.1 gram and record.
040 Radiographicexamination--identifywith vane S/N.
PolyurethaneApplication
010 Issue vane from stock.
020 Lightlysand airfoilsurfaceswith 300 grit paper and
wipe with MEK.
030 Cut polyurethaneto designatedsize with cutting tem-
plate and shield.
040 Gently wipe polyurethaneon side to be bonded with
acetone.
050 Dilute Thixon AB-II53adhesivewith C-7]I solventi:i.
060 Apply wet coat of adhesive to vane by spray.
070 Air dry 30 minutes.
080 Apply second coat of adhesive.
090 Air dry 10 minutes.
I00 Apply polyurethanefilm around vane with joint on con-
cave surface.
110 Wrap release film around vane to retain polyurethane
butt positioningand tape in place.
120 Installvane in vacuum bag.
130 Connect to vacuum system and check for leaks.
140 Place in circulatingair oven 1 hour at 135oc
(275°F)under ii cm (28 in) hg vacuum minimum.
150 Remove from oven, cool to room temperatureand remove
from tool.
160 Trim excess film from ends.
170 Visual inspect.
QUALITYASSURANCEPROGRAM
Materials
were procured under vendor certification,copies of which
made availableto PWA upon request.Vendor test data were
with the certificationand identifiedwith lot and batch
of fiber and matrix resin were securedfrom each lot of prepreg
provided to PWA.
6.2 Laminates and Testing
Before vane fabrication began, unidirectional panels approximately 2.03
mm (0.080 in) thick were fabricated from each fiber/resin combination
(total 3) from which flexural and short beam shear properties were
determined at room temperature and 121°C (250°F). Samples from
these or equivalent panels i0 x 20 cm (4 x 8 inches) were provided to
PWA for their evaluation. Resin content and fiber volume determinations
were made. A test panel was fabricated and tested for flexure and short
beam shear properties for each batch of prepreg prepared thereafter.
Angle ply laminates to which polyurethane film has been adhered were
also provided to PWA.
6.3 First Part Testing (S/N 1-00A)
The first vane fabricated and master vane used to fabricate mold was
plotted at 5X magnification at three sections (D-D, J-J and X-X) and
compared to 5X EMD charts (provided by PWA) and the charts from the
master vane. The part was radiographed and dimensionally inspected for
pitch thickness.
6.4 Defect Vanes
One vane of each type (S/N's 1-001 and 2-001) was fabricated with
intentional defects. The defects were of the following types and
achieved as described below:
A. Core matrix cracking - simulated with i0 mil Teflon inserted
in core in an orientation normal to airfoil surface.
B. Interply Delamination - simulated with round discs of 0.5 mil
Teflon 0.635 cm (1/4 in) and 0.952 cm (3/8 in) diameter.
C. Resin Rich Area - simulated by inserting precast 5 mil shims
of matrix resin 0.635 cm (1/4 in) and 0.952 cm (3/8 in) diam-
eter.
D. Porosity - simulated by a syntactic foam of phenolic microbal-
loons with matrix resin at i0 mil thicknesses. Size to the
0.635 cm (1/4 in) and 0.952 cm (3/8 in) diameter.
E. Trailing Edge Fiber Misalignment - the outer shell plies will
be loosely wrapped around the trailing edge in an attempt to
disrupt orientation.
F. Polyurethane/composite unbond - simulate with 0.5 mil Teflon
0.635 cm (1/4 in) and 0.952 cm (3/8 in) diameter.
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6.5 QualityControlRecords
A vane data log will be used to record,by serial number,significant -
material and process information.The data log will containa process
routingand provisionfor recordingthe date of process events,materi-
al batch identities,process information,inspectiondata and operator
comments.
6.5.1 Sub-Routin9 Section
PrepregPreparation- Fortafil 5A GraphiteFiber
Equipment: Entec Winder
Set-Up Details: Ply Thickness0.26 mm (10.2mils)/ply
Lead 16.2 mm (0.641in)/turn (LotCT 5896 & 5897)
TPI 1.56
Gears (Fiber) BDF = 39 x 20 x i00: (Resin)
ACE 25 25 i00
64 x 76 x 100
25 20 81
Resin Solution (25w/o)
DEN 438A-85 58.8 gms (0.13ibs)
DER 331 50.0 (0.11.)
Tonox 60/40 20.0 (0.04)
Acetone 351.0 (0.77)
One prepreg sufficientfor 9 vane cores plus 2 unidi-
rectionalpanels 21.6 x 21.6 x 0.20 cm (8.5x 8.5 x
0.080
Operations
010 Set up winder to requiredlead and spreaderdetails.
020 Wind and spread fiber to give 104 cm (41 in) of use-
able material.Log weight fiber used.
030 Remove 91.5 cm (3 ft) sampleof fiber and place in
sample envelopewith date, fiber type and lot No.
040 Set up changegears and meteringpump with resin solu-
tion and calibrateto give dischargerate of 63.6
gm/min 2.2 oz/msi) at I0 rpm.
050 Apply resin.
060 Retain sample of resin solutionand store in refriger-
ator with date.
070 Air dry with drum turningfor 2 hours.
080 Apply releasepaper to top of prepreg.
090 Cut pregreg from drum 90o to fiber direction.
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i00 Cut prepreg into i0 circumferentiallengths44.4 cm
. (17.5 in) each. Retain tag end, about 33 cm (13 in)
for prepreg tests.
110 Stage.
120 Cut i0 sets of core ply maps from ozalids.
130 Adhere ply templatesto prepregand cut in half along
ply line betweenplies No. 12 and No. 13.
140 Bag in packages for each panel and vane, identifyand
store in -18°C (0°F)storage.Store tag end
separately.
6.5.2 Sub-RoutingSection
PrepregPreparation- HerculesA-S GraphiteFiber
Equipment: Entec Winder
Set-Up Details: Ply Thickness0.13 mm (5.1mil)/ply
Lead 5.69 mm (0.224in)/turn (A-SLot 76-2)
TPI 4.45
Gears (Fiber) BDF = 41 x 44 x 100: (Resin)
ACE 25 20 81
64 x 76 x 100
25 20 81
Resin Solution (25%)
DEN 438 A-85 58.8 gms (0.13ibs)
DER 331 50.0 (0.ii)
TONOX 60/40 20.0 (0.04)
Acetone 351.0 (0.77)
Prepreg#i 45.7 cm (18 in) wide unidirectional
panels (2) and core of polyurethane
test panel.
Prepreg#2 86.3 cm (34 in) wide vane shell and
angle plies for polyurethanetest panel
shell.
Operations
010 Set up winder to requiredlead and spreaderdetails.
020 Apply releasepaper to drum for two prepreg sheets.
030 Wind fiber for prepreg#I 45.7 cm (18 in) wide.
Wind fiber for prepreg#2 76.2 cm (30 in) wide.
040 Remove 91 cm (3 ft) sample of fiber and place in
sample envelopewith date, fiber type and Lot No.
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050 Set up new change gears and meteringpump with resin
solutionand calibrateto give dischargeratre of 25.6
gm/min 0.90 oz/msi)at 10 rpm.
060 Apply resin.
070 Retain sampleof resin solutionand store in refriger-
ator with date.
080 Apply release paper to top of prepreg.
090 Cut off prepreg #I 90 o to fiber.
i00 Cut prepreg #i into 6.9 cm (17.5 in) lengths, package
and store in -18°C (0°F) storage. Retain tag end
33.0 cm (13 in) long for prepreg tests.
II0 Stage.
120 Cut prepreg#2 from drum at +60° (clockwisedirec-
tion).
130 Cut prepreg#2 into nine 53 cm (20.9in) circumferen-
tial lengths.
140 Splice pieces to form 30° orientedmaterial.
150 Cut orientedmaterial into ten 73.7 cm (29 in) lengths.
160 Stage.
170 Bag individually,identifyand store in -18°C
(0°F)storage. Includetag end.
6.5.3 Sub-RoutinqSection
PrepregPreparation- Owens-Coming S-2 Glass 12 End Roving Fiber
Equipment: Entec Winder
Set-Up Details: Ply Thickness0.13 mm (5.1mils)/ply
Lead 2.09 mm (0.0822in)/turn
TPI 12.16
Gears (Fiber) BD__FF= 6_44x 7__66x 100: (Resin)Same as
ACE 25 20 80 Fiber
Resin Solution (25%)
DEN 438 A-85 58.8 gm (0.13Ibs)
DER 331 50.0 (0.11)
TONOX 60/40 20.0 (0.04)
Acetone 351.0 (0.77)
Prepreg #i Unidirectionalpanels (2)and
core of polyurethanepanel.
Prepreg#2 Vane shell and angle plies for panel
shell.
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Operations
010 Set up winder to requiredlead and spreaderdetails.
020 Apply releasepaper to drum for two prepreg sheets.
030 Wind fiber for prepreg#i 45.7 cm (18 in) wide
Wind fiber for prepreg #2 86.3 cm (28 in) wide
040 Remove 91.5 cm (3 ft) sample of fiber and place in
sample envelopewith date, fiber type and Lot No.
050 Set up meteringpump with resin solutionand calibrate
to give dischargerate of 30.9 gm/min (1.09oz/min)at
i0 rpm.
060 Apply resin.
070 Retain sample of resin solutionand store in refriger-
ator with date.
080 Apply releasepaper to top of prepreg.
090 Cut off prepreg #i 45.7 cm (18 in) wide at 90° to
fiber.
140 Cut prepreg#i into 44.5 cm (17.5in) length,package
and store in -18°C (0OF)storage.
150 Stage.
160 Cut prepreg #2 from drum at +45° (clockwise).
170 Cut prepreg#2 into seven 62.86 cm (24.75in) lengths.
Retain 38.1 cm (15 in) tag end for 2/4/2 panels.
180 Splicepieces to form 45° orientedmaterial.
190 Cut orientedmaterial into nine 76.2 cm (30 in)
lengths.
200 Stage.
210 Bag individually,identifyand store in -18°C
(0°F)storage.Includetag end which is 38.1 cm (15
in) long. This piece will be used for shell plies of
polyurethanetest panel.
6.5.4 Sub-Routin9 Section
Panel Fabrication
Identification
UnidirectionalPanels:
Materials: Fortafil-5A 8 plies
HerculesA-S 16 plies
Owens-CorningS-Glass 16 plies
Construction: Unidirectional21.6 cm x 21.6 cm x 0.203 cm (8.5
in x 8.5 in x 0.08 in)
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Angle Ply Panels:
Materials: HerculesA-S
Owens-Coming S-Glass
Construction:
Material/Orientation
No. Plies A-S S-Glass
Shell 2 +30° +45°
Core 4 5° --0°
Shell 2 +30° +45°
MaterialUtilization
For the panels to be made use material fromprepreg prepared for vanes
as follows:
0° Fortafil 5A panel: Use one 44.5 cm (17.5in) long length of
prepregwhich will make 8 plies.
0° HeruclesA-S: Use eight lengthsof 45.7 cm (18 in) wide by
44.5 cm (17.5in) long from Prepreg #i.
0° Owens-Coming S-Glass: Use 8 lengthsof 45.7 cm (18 in) wide
by 44.5 cm (17.5)inch long from Prepreg#i.
2/4/2 HerculesA-S:
Core: Use two lengthsof 45.7 cm (18 in) wide by 44.5 cm
(17.5 in) long from Prepreg#i.
Shell: Use one length of Prepreg#2. Cut off corner and
splice to make up to 6 plies 30°.
2/4/2 S-Glass:
Core: Use two lengthsof 45.7 cm (18 in) wide by 44.5 cm
(17.5in) long from Prepreg #i.
Shell: Use 38.1 cm (15 in) (circumferential)length from
Prepreg#2. Cut off corner and splice to make 4 plies
at 45°.
Panel Fabrication
0° Panels Cut plies 21.6 cm x 21.6 cm (8.5x 8.5 in)
8 plies of Fortafil5
16 plies of A-S and Glass
2/4/2 Panels Cut plies 21.6 cm x 21.6 cm (8.5 in x 8.5 in)
Assemble+, -, 0, 0, 0, 0, -, +
Mold and postcure to prescribedcure schedule.
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APPENDIXB-2
COMPOSITESHORIZONSMANUFACTURINGPLAN
i. INTRODUCTION
ThiS ManufacturingPlan outlinesgeneralmanufacturingproceduresand
qualityassurancemethods for the fabricationof Pratt & Whitneypart
number 762788 thick trailingedge Fan Exit Guide Vanes. This effort is
part of PWA subcontract21037-1of PWA ContractNAS 3-21037.
i.i Fan Exit Guide Vane DescriptionfP/N 762788
The thick trailingedge Fan Exit Guide Vanes built by CH for PWA under
subjectcontract are of two types.Both utilizea graphite/epoxyunidi-
rectionalcore and an orientedshell utilizingthe same epoxy matrix.
One configurationemploysa graphite/epoxyshell while the other uses
an S-glasscloth/epoxyshell. In both cases the shell plies are contin-
uous around the trailingedge of the vane as it is fabricated.
2. APPLICABLEDOCUMENTS
The followingdocumentsdefine requirementsfor the productionof Fan
Exit Guide Vanes.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
PWA 125C
PWA 300Y
PWA 370
PWA Drawing P/N 762788
COMPOSITESHORIZONS
Latest revisionsof the following:
CH 74-48 EngineeringProcessesSpecification
746038 EFF and relatedManufacturingShop Orders
3. GENERALFABRICATION
The followingsectionsdefine the general fabricationproceduresand
materialsfor fabricatingFan Exit Guide Vanes of the thick trailing
edge configuration.The sectionscover the basic types of operations
grouped in the same fashionas the ManufacturingShop Orders from which
they are taken.Figure 1 displays the basic manufacturingflow plan for
vane fabricationprovidinga key to the sectionswhich follow.
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3.1 Resin Preparation
This section defines the procedures for the resin used in the manufac-
ture of prepreg for the PWA Fan Exit Guide Vanes.
3.1.1 Resin Mix Operations
Obtain resin constituents from stores
Verify acceptability of materials and record acceptance tag numbers on
resin batch traveler.
Using a calibrated scale, weigh each constituent and record its weight
on the data sheet.
Mix with mechanical agitation and visually observe for uniformity.
Assign the next available batch number to this mix. Record the batch
number and date mixed on the traveler.
Q.C must accept each resin batch to CH 74-48A.
3.2 Pultrusion
This section establishes the pultruding of graphite/epoxy material for
FEGV.
A traveler shall be issued for each pultrusion run.
3.2.1 Setup Of Creel
Obtain required number of rolls of graphite from stores.
According to the instructions on Data Sheet Number 1 attached to the
traveler, locate the rolls of fiber on the creel spindles.
As each roll is placed on a spindle, record the information for the
roll required by Data Sheet Number i.
After all rolls are located, inspect creel setup.
3.2.2 Threading of Fiber
Remove outer wrapping from the rolls of fiber.
Starting at tier A on the creel and the highest spindle number on tier
A, thread the graphitie tow through the eyelet directly below the spin-
dle.
Proceed to Tier A-I and repeat.
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Proceedprogressivelyuntil all tiers are complete.
Positionguide roller rack.
Thread the fiber throughthe dies.
Prior to startinga pultrusionrun, the temperatureof the dies is to
be verified.
3.2.3 PultrusionRun
Begin the pull and note visually that fiber is runningsmoothlythrough
the dies.
After a constantpulling force has been established,record the pulling
force.
Identifythe beginningof the pultrusionlengthwith the lot number and
the number -i.
3.2.4 DispositionOf PultrudedMaterial
Each lengthof pultrusionshall be placed in a plasticbag and marked
with pultrusionnumber and consecutivelyi, 2, 3, etc., with the number
1 assigned to the first section.
The sectionsmay be used once acceptedby Q.C. or placed in storage.
3.3 Broadgoods
This sectiondefines the machine setup,materialsand fabrication
proceduresfor the manufactureof graphite/epoxyand glass/epoxybroad-
goods.
The broadgoodsare used as shell ply material in the manufactureof Fan
Exit Guide Vanes.
The machine setup is to remain constantthroughoutthe manufactureof
all broadgoods.Qualitycontrol is to verify periodicallythat the
machine setup remainsconstant.
For graphitebroadgoods,check the lead by engaging the lead screw and
rotatingthe drum recordingthe traverse.
3.3.1 Drum Guide Lines
Move the carriageto a positionwhere the payoff roller is near the
left end of the machine and a right travelgreater than 89 cm (35 in)
' can be attained.
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Engage the lead screw to provide travel to right.
Using the trim lines "N" and "S" establishthe trim angle for graphite
broadgoods.
3.3.2 ReleaseFilm Setup
Obtain releasefilm from stores and keep in area until used.
Cut releasefilm to requiredsize and shape using guidelineson broad-
goods cutting table. (Thesame size sheet may be for both type "N" and
"S" graphitebroadgoods).Separate release film is requiredfor glass/
epoxy broadgoodsdue to the differencein trim angle.
Place a 2.54 cm (i in) wide doublebacked tape on the drum approximate-
ly centeredon the appropriatetrim line.
Apply the releasesheet smoothlyto the drum.
3.3.3 BroadgoodsWindin@
Obtain a reel of graphite (or ply of glass fabric)from stores and
record the requireddata on the BroadgoodsRecord Sheet.
For glass, roll the fabricevenly onto the drum and proceedwith resin
application.
For graphite,installthe materialon the reel holder.
Move the carriage to position the payoff roller in llne with the start-
ing point for winding.
Thread the tow throughthe pins and guide roller.
Attach the tow to the drum.
Engage the lead screw to provide travelaway from the startingpoint.
Turn the machine on and wind the requirednumberof turns.
3.3.4 Resin Application
For graphite broadgoods,at the end of the winding,rewind the excess
graphiteonto the spool.
Obtain the resin requiredfrom the resin mix station,record the batch
number, date mixed and acceptancetag number.
Check the shelf life expirationdate. If the material is out of date,
MRB approvalmust be made before the resin is used.
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Weigh out the requiredamount of resin.
Apply the resin to the broadgoods.
Impregnationis completewhen all the resin is uniformlydistributed.
3.3.5 BroadgoodsRemoval
Using a razor knife, cut throuththe broadgoodsat the trim line.
Bring a supportbroad into the windingenclosureto supportthe broad-
goods as it is removed.
Peel the upper portionof the broadgoodsfrom the machineand place it
over the supportboard.
Graduallyrotate the drum so that the broadgoodsslidesonto the board.
Transfer the supportboard and broadgoodsto the cutting table and
slide the broadgoodsonto a storageboard.
Visually inspectthe broadgoodsfor resin wettingand gapping.Broad-
goods may be used once acceptedby Q.C. or placed in storage.
3.4 Shell Plies
This sectiondefines the preparationof bias orientedshell plies PWA
Fan Exit Guide Vanes.
These plies are used to fabricateP/N 762788Vanes.
Verify acceptabilityof broadgoodsfabricatedto S.O. 746038 B/G prior
to fabricatingplies.
3.4.1 FabricationOf Shell Plies
Place a broadgood (B/G)on the B/G cutting table.
Bring the long edge of the B/G to the edge locatingland.
Using a straight-edgecuttingbar and a razor knife trim the B/G along
the cuttingline.
Lift the cuttingbar and slide the trimmededge forwardto the index
line.
Place the cuttingbar on the cuttingline and cut a strip of B/G using
the bar as a guide.
Repeat until the B/G is consumed.
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Using the length index,cut the strips to the correct size.
Take a Q.C. Sample from the B/G. Identifythe strip with the B/G number
and give this strip to the leadman for evaluation.
Using a felt-tippen, write the B/G serial number on the releasefilm
side of each ply.
3.412 Laminatin@Shell Plies
Stack the requirednumber of plies for the shell in the orientation
sequencegiven in the Shop Order.
Using the shop aids provided,fold the ply set into the wrap-around
configurationand complete laminatingas describedin the Shop Order
(746038LP).
3.4.3 Ply Cuttin9 - Final Shape
Take a ply set and lay it on the cutting table.
Place the templatemarked plies 3 and 4 on the ply set so that the long
straightedge of the template is alignedwith the folded edge of the
materialand the ply angle line is parallelwith the angle of the
fibers.
Using a razor knife, trim along the curved edge of the template.
Repeat for plies 1 and 2 on the same side of the ply set.
Write the ply numbers on the releasefilm.
Invert the ply set and place the templatemarked 38 and 39 on the set
so that the long straightedge of the templateis alignedwith the
folded edge of the material and the ply angle line isparallel with the
angle of the fibers.
Using a razor knife, trim along the curved edge of the template.
Repeat for plies 40 and 41. On the same side of the ply set write the
ply numbers on the releasefilm.
3.5 FABRICATION
This sectionestablishesthe layup,molding and finishingof graphite
epoxy and glass/epoxyshell guide vanes.
3.5.1 PreparationOf Core
Draw from stores a sufficientnumber of cores for one day's usage.
Obtain a set of shell plies from stores.
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3.5.2
Smooth the plies into the layup tool.
Note for gaps which would denote impropermating to layup tool.
Place the core over plies 3 and 4.
Fold plies 38 and 39 onto core.
Note gaps.
Smooth plies 38 and 39 against the core, with hand pressure.
Remove the preform from the layup tool and inspect.
Preformsmay be placed in cold storageor processedfurtherat this
point.
Note the vane number on a piece of onion skin about 0.95 cm (3/8 in)
wide and 1.9 cm (3/4in) long, and affix to the vane concavesurface.
Verify all data is recordedon the preformdata sheet.
3.5.3 Molding
Clean the mold periodically,as required.
At the start of the shift,open the press and inspectthe mold surfaces.
At the start of the shift, apply a thin coat of mold release.Repeat
after every 8 to 10 moldings,or as needed to ensure good release.
At the start of each shift and every 4 hours during use, verify the
temperatureof the mold using a calibratedinstrumentfor this purpose,
recordingthe temperature.
The temperatureshall be within toleranceprior to beginningmolding.
Place preform in the mold and start timingwhen preformhits the mold.
Close the press and raise the pressure to full pressure.
Cure for the required time.
Just prior to openingpress,measureopeningat each stop, if any.
Open the press and removethe molded vane.
Allow to cool to room temperature.
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Visually inspectthe vane.
Remove flash.
Clean all vane surfaces.Air dry 10-15 minutes.Polyurethaneapplica-
tion must be done within one hour of cleaning.
3.5.4 PolyurethaneFilm Application
Obtain polyurethanefilm from stores.
Place the film in the coating fixtureand insertvane.
Remove and insert into the bonding fixture.
Note: At the start of a shift, verify accuracyof mold temperature.
Remove from bonding fixtureat completionof cycle.
Inspectvane for polyurethaneadhesion.
Submit vane to QualityControl for inspection.
4. QUALITYASSURANCEPROVISIONS
4.1 EquipmentAnd Toolin_
A scheduleshall be preparedby QualityAssurancefor periodicchecking
of accuracyof equipmentand processparameterlevels to insure accura-
cy and conformanceof equipmentand processesto the engineeringpro-
cess specificationfor Fan Exit Guide Vanes.
4.2 Receivin9 Inspection
All graphite,glass, resin constituentsand relatedraw materialswill
be inspectedand acceptedprior to use in the fabricationof Fan Exit
Guide lines.
4.3 In-ProcessInspection
All materialsincludingpultrudedand broadgoodGr/Ep & GI/Ep used in
direct fabricationof vanes will be continuallymonitored to assure the
quality of the fabricatedvanes. This will includechemicaltests,pro-
cess parameterinspectionand material handlingand storageinspection
as requiredthroughoutthe fabricationprocess.
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4.4 ProcessRecords
The ManufacturingShop Order/datasheets shall contain information
necessaryfor the complete tracingof all constituentmaterials,pro-
cessingparameters,processingdates,operator identificationand
inspectionbuy-offs.
4.5 Final Inspection
CH will assure vanes to be of experimentalqualityand will final
inspectevery vane in the followingareas:
i. Vane length
2. Chord (M dimension)
3. T.E. thickness (U dimension)
4. L.E. thickness (Vdimension)
5. T.E. radius
6. L.E. radius
7. Shield edge distance
8. Ply overlap,gaps
9. Urethane coverage
10. Generalvisual
ii. Weight
12. Urethanepeel
13. Torsionalspringrate (Excepttool proof, NDI Vanes)
14. Bending spring rate (Excepttoolproof, NDI Vanes)
CH will provide PWA with inspectionrecordsof each vane delivered.
Vane contour inspectionwill be performedat PWA as CH does not have
contour gage slides for the thick trailingedge configurationFEGV, P/N
762788.
4.6 Non DestructiveInspectionStandard- PWA P/N 762788 FEGV
The vane defectsNDI standardwill be processedas a regularvane,
using all of the physicalparametersfor standardvanes. Defects (Table
I) will be introducedduring the layup of the vane and just prior to
molding.
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TABLE I
i. T.E. SHELL POROSITY/INCLUSION
2. CORE/SHELLDISBOND
3. MISALIGNEDCORE FIBERS
4. CORE RESIN POOL
5. CORE/SHELL INTERFACERESIN pOOL
6. MISALIGNEDSHELL PLYS
7. SHELL PLY GAP
8• SHELL POROSITY
9. CORE MATRIX CRACKING
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Ell - modulusof elasticity,longitudinaldirection
E22 - modulusof elasticity,transversedirection
fB - natural frequencyof first bendingmode of vibration
fT - natural frequencyof first torsionmode of vibration
GI2 - modulusof elasticityin shear
KB - bendingstiffness
KT - torsionalstiffness
RH - relativehumidity
Tg - glass transitiontemperature
w/o - percent water contentby weight
€X
MX THK - strain in the longitudinal(radial)directionof the
FEGV at maximum airfoilthicknesson the convex surface
CXTE - strain in the longitudinaldirectionat the trailing
edge on the concavesurface
eYTE - strain in the transverse (chordwise)directionat the
trailingedge on the concavesurface
TE - trailingedge
LE - leadingedge
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